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1 Introduction
Plan for Bikes Ltd (supported by CycleHack) was commissioned by Central Scotland Green
Network Trust to investigate the feasibility of the Canal by Bike project to develop cycle
tourism on the Forth and Clyde Canal within the Kelvin Valley and Falkirk LEADER area.

1.1 Study purpose
The purpose of the study is to determine the potential for the Canal by Bike project, assess
the demand and appetite for involvement amongst stakeholders and to provide a schedule
of recommended elements for development along with indicative costs, that comprises:




Opportunities for infrastructure improvement;
A marketing strategy brief, including ideas for content and development of a
website and an app for smart phone users; and
A costed delivery plan.

This study is the first phase in developing the feasibility of the project for delivery and
comprises four stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Desk based/ on site research;
Primary research and consultation;
Developing the elements; and
Funding and next steps.

1.2 This Final Report
The purpose of this Final Report is to summarise the findings of the study, developing
recommendations for delivery and associated indicative costs.
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2 Scope and Methodology
This Section details the scope and methodology of Stages 1 and 2 of the study.

2.1 The study area
Figure 2.1 illustrates the study area in relation to the Forth & Clyde Canal.
The focus of this study is the Kelvin Valley and Falkirk LEADER area of responsibility. While it
is recognised the potential for the project would extend beyond this area, it was considered
that the KVF LEADER area was a manageable area for user and stakeholder engagement. In
relation to the Forth & Clyde Canal, the KVF area stretches from north of Bishopbriggs to
Grangemouth (magenta shaded area in Figure 2.1).
The Forth and Clyde Canal (blue line in Figure 2.1) runs from Bowling Basin (A) to the mouth
of the River Carron near Grangemouth (B), a total distance of approximately 56km. This was
the extent of the facilities baseline task.

2.2 Stage 1 – Desk based/ on site research
The purpose of this stage of the study was to identify best practice and policy fit for the
project.

2.2.1 Task 1.0 – Project Inception
Plan for Bikes held an Inception meeting with the client team and detailed the methodology.
Revisions to the tasks and consultation programme were identified along with amendments
to the programme timeline.

2.2.2 Task 1.1 – Facilities baseline
The team delivered an asset database of specific user facilities on the Canal from Bowling to
the Kelpies (the alignment shown by the blue line in Figure 1.1).

2.2.3 Task 1.2 – Case Study Review
A desktop review of five case studies was undertaken, with structured interviews held with
the managers of three projects.

2.2.4 Task 1.3 – Baseline Data
Requests were made of Visit Scotland, Scottish Canals and Sustrans to establish baseline
data.

2.2.5 Task 1.4 Policy Review
A policy review was conducted to demonstrate the links to strategic partners’ outcomes and
funding sources.
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Figure 2.1 – Study Area
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2.3 Stage 2 – Primary Research and Consultation
Stage 2 involved a three
pronged engagement
process:




Strategic
stakeholders
Communities
Businesses

The methodology is
illustrated opposite and
detailed below.

Primary
Research/
Consultation
Strategic
stakeholders
Telephone
interviews
Community
Partners
workshop

Communities

Route
Intercept
Interviews
Community
Partners
workshop

Businesses

Online survey

Face to face
discussions

Business
workshop

2.3.1 Task 2.1 – Strategic Stakeholders
We engaged key strategic stakeholders to identify the potential for partnership and project
development, and the future plans of partners. The engagement was conducted primarily by
structured telephone interview.

2.3.2 Task 2.2 Community Partners
We engaged community users and partners with:
1. Route user intercept surveys of Canal users to collect qualitative information about
people’s use of the Canal (e.g. trip purpose, places visited, priorities for
improvement); and
2. A facilitated half-day joint Community Partners Workshop bringing grassroots
organisations together with public sector partners to discuss the needs and priorities
and the potential benefit of the project. Some strategic stakeholders also attended
this session.

2.3.3 Task 2.3 Businesses
Recognising the time-pressures on small business owners and managers, we engaged them
in three ways to suits their availability:
1. Introductory email and short online survey;
2. Face to face discussions; and
3. A facilitated canal businesses Workshop.
We asked business people:
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Information about their business interest in cycling;
Their observations about their cycling customers;
Their views on the interventions that need to be introduced to increase custom
numbers and spend; and
Their level of interest in being involved going forward.

2.4 Stage 3 – Developing the Elements
Using the identification of best practice and the needs of target markets, elements of the
study were defined to identify proposals for:




Facilities and infrastructure;
Outline marketing strategy concepts; and
Website and App outputs.

2.4.1 Task 3.1 – Facility and Infrastructure Proposals
We:
a. Identified the key target markets, the facilities required by those markets and ideas
on how to develop consistency in infrastructure branding, including images of
examples to choose from;
b. Summarised the existing facilities and identified any shortcomings against good
practice;
c. Identified and quantified preferred interventions to maximise cycle tourism.

2.4.2 Task 3.2 –Marketing Strategy Concepts
We developed marketing concepts that can be used as the basis for commissioning a full
marketing strategy and for selling the concept to businesses.

2.4.3 Task 3.3 – Proposals for a Website and App
This report contains recommendations on content and technical requirements for different
target markets for the development of a website and user App.

2.4.4 Task 3.4 – Indicative Costs
We provide high level cost estimates to allow for project budgeting and funding applications.
Where possible, these are sourced from suppliers and validated in consultation with Scottish
Canals and Sustrans. In each cost estimate we included a budgeting Optimism Bias.

2.5 Stage 4 – Funding and Next Steps
2.5.1 Task 4.1 – Develop a Funding Strategy
We recognise the importance of planning over a minimum of 5 years and spreading budget
risk. We prepared a long list of capital and revenue funding opportunities from both the
public and private sectors, added to in discussion with key strategic partners. The list
includes details of each opportunity, including timescales, criteria and potential value and
scope.
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2.5.2 Task 4.2 – Develop co-operation
We contacted the neighbouring LEADER Local Area Groups of Forth Valley Lomond and West
Lothian to make them aware of the process and the opportunities for developing Canal by
Bike as a LEADER Co-operation project.

2.5.3 Task 4.3 Final Report
This final report is intended as a technical report for the client group, with a separate public
and stakeholder facing Executive Summary..
An Interim Report following Stage 2 and a Draft Final Report following Task 4.1 opportunities
for comment. This Final Report brings together those outputs.
The full list of project outputs is:








Case Study Interview Transcripts;
Strategic Stakeholder Transcripts;
Engagement Report;
User Intercept Survey Outputs;
Interim Report;
Draft Final Report; and
(this) Final Report.
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3 Policy and strategy fit
Cycle tourists spend money locally and move sustainably. This type of tourism is therefore of
significant benefit to developing local economies and achieving the Government’s Strategic
Objectives.
“We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and protect
and enhance it for future generations”
(Scottish Government National Outcome (2007-17))
From this study, the emerging activities of the Canal by Bike cycle tourism project are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improve physical access to and from the Canal;
Provide user facilities on the Canal towpath;
Promote active tourism and travel; and
Facilitate and promote local businesses, communities and cultural assets.

The likely opportunities of this activity for Forth & Clyde businesses and communities are
that it will bring visitors to spend money, facilitate active lifestyle opportunities and attract
investment in the local economy and in natural and cultural assets.
Plan for Bikes conducted a desktop review to identify how the emerging Canal by Bike
activities align with the policies and strategies of important stakeholders. The emerging
overarching policy themes were:




Heritage, Tourism and Leisure;
Sustainable Economic Development; and
Active Travel.

The partner strategies with which there is synergy are listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 – Partner strategies with which Canal by Bike is aligned
Policy/ Strategy
National
Heritage, Tourism and Leisure
Tourism Scotland 2020 (2012
Scottish Tourism
and 2016)
Alliance
Visit Scotland: Tourism
Visit Scotland
Development Framework to
2020 (2016)
Historic Environment Strategy Historic Environment
(2014)
Scotland
People Make Heritage:
Scottish Tourism
Heritage Tourism 2020
Alliance: Heritage
Strategy
Tourism Group
Making the most of Scotland’s Scottish Government
Canals
Scottish Canals Heritage
Scottish Canals
Strategy 20013-38
Local Development Strategy
2014-2020
Tourism Falkirk 2020
Tourism Lanarkshire 2020
East Dunbartonshire
Economic Development
Strategy 2013-16
Sustainable Economic Development
National Planning Framework
Scottish Government
Central Scotland Green
Network Vision
National Walking and Cycling
Network
Active Travel
Cycling Action Plan for
Scotland 2017
East Dunbartonshire Active
Travel Strategy 2015-2020

Regional

Local

Kelvin Valley &
Falkirk LEADER
Visit Falkirk
Visit Lanarkshire
East
Dunbartonshire
Council

Central Scotland
Green Network
Trust/ SNH
Scottish Natural
Heritage

Transport Scotland
East
Dunbartonshire
Council

Although it is recognised that there are wider connections to Policy beyond the study area,
the scope of the policy review is restricted to documents of direct relevance to the KVF
LEADER area.

3.1 KVF LEADER Local Development Strategy 2014-2020
This Feasibility Study is funded by Kelvin Valley and Falkirk (KVF) LEADER.
The KVF LEADER initiative is encompasses 447.8 km2 of rural Central Scotland and
accommodates a population of 95,044 of which 55,590 are in the Falkirk area, 27,235 are in
East Dunbartonshire and 12,219 in North Lanarkshire.
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Communities across this area have a shared industrial heritage and strong links with mining
and manufacturing industries (most of which has long disappeared) and suffer from a
number distinctive socio-economic issues arising from their rural location on the fringe of
significant urban areas across Central Scotland.
The KVF Local Development Strategy (LDS) vision is:
‘to create a more vibrant and sustainable local economy by
supporting services and facilities, developing the business base and
employment capacities, and sensitively exploiting our cultural and
natural assets’.
Schemes aligned with the LDS can be considered for funding under the LEADER programme,
which is secured to 2020.
Canal by Bike is directly aligned under Theme 1 of the LDS – Heritage, Tourism and Leisure,
but the benefits cut across the parallel themes of Community Services and Facilities (Theme
2) and Local Business and Employment (Theme 3). Table 3.2 summarises the direct and
indirect alignment with the LDS Strategic objectives.

Table 3.2 Strength of alignment with KVF Leader Local Development Strategy
LDS Objective Increase
economic
output from
hospitality,
tourism,
Canal by Bike activity
cultural
1. Improve physical access
Strong
to and from the Canal
2. Provide user facilities
Moderate
on the Canal towpath
3. Promote active tourism
Strong
and travel
4. Facilitate and promote
local businesses,
Strong
communities and cultural
assets

Increase the
viability and
sustainability
of
communities

Attract new
investment in
physical and
built assets

Access to
appropriate
training and
skills
support

Strong

Strong

n/a

Moderate

Strong

n/a

Strong

Moderate

n/a

Strong

Strong

n/a

The action areas of LDS Theme 1 relevant to Canal by Bike are:







Physical infrastructure development;
Support further development of key assets;
Development of pathways, cycleways and connections between assets;
Cultural and sporting events;
Signage, interpretation and marketing of assets;
Marketing and promotion; and
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Bespoke business support Collaborations between tourism/sporting/food & drink
SMEs.

3.2 Heritage, Tourism and Leisure
The three areas of Heritage, Tourism and Leisure are intrinsically linked in policy terms and
so are dealt with in combination here.

3.2.1 National Level
Scottish Tourism Alliance
The National Tourism Strategy "Tourism
Scotland 2020" was launched in June
2012, developed and led by the industry
under the umbrella of the Scottish
Tourism Alliance (STA). The strategy is
focussed on tourism growth, with a target
of growing visitor spend from £4.5bn in
2012 to over £5.5bn by 2020. The
contribution of the National Cycle
Network, the Canals network and cycle
tourism as a whole to this target is
outlined in Section 3.
The Tourism Scotland 2020 ‘Rocket’
(image opposite) sets out the links
between the vision, strategy and capabilities. Cycle tourism is aligned under the ‘Nature,
Heritage and Activities’ sector.
As part of its 2016 mid-term review, STA emphasised that:
“The industry will be encouraged to continue delivering great
experiences and remain focused on their own local and sectoral
strategies.”
In order to support the industry and create the opportunities and conditions for growth, it
sets out four national priorities for the period 2016 to 2020 to support the local strategies.
The alignment of Canal by bike to assist in delivering on these priorities is summarised in
Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Strength of alignment with Tourism Scotland Priorities 2016-2020
Tourism Scotland 2016 – Strengthen
2020 Priority digital
capabilities

Canal by Bike activity
1. Improve physical
access to and from the
Canal
2. Provide user facilities
on the Canal towpath
3. Promote active
tourism and travel
4. Facilitate and promote
local businesses,
communities and cultural
assets

Strengthen
Industry
Leadership

Enhance the
Quality of
the visitor
experience

Influence
investment,
specifically flight
access and
transport
connectivity, built
infrastructure,
digital connectivity
and business
growth finance

Strong

Strong

Strong
Strong

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

To focus investment in events and promotion, the tourism industry has identified the
following National Focus Years, providing opportunities for Canal by Bike to focus its funding
strategy:





2017 History/ Heritage/ Archeology;
2018 & 2019 Young People;
2020 & 2021 Scotland’s Coasts and Waters;
2022 & 2023 Scotland’s Stories).

Events Scotland can offer a 50% match-funded grant for aligned events, with applications
invited in June of the preceding year.
The Visit Scotland Growth Fund can assist with marketing and promotional delivery. It’s
deadline for applications for 2018 is 19th July 2017.

National Tourism Sector Groups
While cycle tourism specifically is not identified as a national strategic growth area, it is
aligned with the Nature, Heritage and Activities sector, one of the four key customer
experience areas for development. Delivery of sectoral plans under Tourism Scotland 2020 is
divided into sector groups. These groups are still emerging, however two are currently
directly relevant to Canal by Bike:



Outdoor Tourism Group; and
Heritage Tourism Group.
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The Outdoor Tourism Group was established in 2014 as part of the Nature and Activities
sector to co-ordinate and align efforts under the Tourism Scotland 2020 Strategy. It’s 3
stated priority areas (as of 2014) are:





Industry Leadership: supporting leaders in the sector and encourage more leaders to
step forward;
Raising the Profile of Sector with Customers (Marketing): developing strong
relationships with Visit Scotland to ensure effective profile and marketing of the
outdoor sector; and
Supporting a professional, skilled workforce: leadership (see above) and Guide
Training (Wild Scotland developing guide programme).

Further to this, selected secondary objectives relevant to Canal by Bike are to improve
market intelligence and develop the online booking capabilities of the sector.
The Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum, one of Key Stakeholders consulted in this study, is a
member of the Group and a full range of cycling sector bodies (mountain-biking, sport and
cycle tourism) is on the membership. There are no immediate plans to develop an
overarching strategy for this sector.
The People Make Heritage: Heritage Tourism 2020 Strategy (HT2020) was launched by the
Heritage Tourism Group. This is a “strategic framework for leadership and growth in
Scotland’s unique historic environment and heritage tourism sector”. The HTG has three
core members – Historic Environment Scotland, National Trust for Scotland and Historic
Houses Association (Scotland) and is supported by The STA, Visit Scotland and Scottish
Enterprise.
The key heritage target markets identified in the HT2020 Strategy are:






Adventure Seekers
Curious Travellers
Engaged Sightseers
Food Loving Culturalists
Natural Advocates

Each of these groups is relevant to cycle tourism, that can be the basis of a day or multi-day
adventure, a way for the other groups to access destinations or as a mini-experience add-on
to a destination visit. Visit Scotland’s An Overview of Our Market Segments provides further
detail on these markets, and even more usefully, a paper on the potential relevance of these
groups to the Forth & Clyde Canal was provided by Visit Scotland’s Steve Duncan. This latter
paper is separately provided to the client.
The strategy is aligned with:


Tourism Scotland 2020’s growth vision and has a 2020 target “to grow actual
heritage tourism expenditure in Scotland from £1.34bn in 2013 to £1.7bn – £1.95bn
by broadening the appeal of heritage experiences to new and existing markets”; and
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Historic Environment Scotland’s (HES) 2014 Historic Environment Strategy, a high
level framework which sets out a 10 year vision for the historic environment.

Historic Environment
One of the three priorities of the HES strategy is “Valuing the historic environment”, with
underlying objectives to:





Enhance participation through encouraging greater access to and interpretation and
understanding of the signiﬁcance of the historic environment.
Continue to develop a broad-ranging approach to learning to grow understanding
and active participation across all groups in society.
Support historic environment tourism and encourage access by making full use of
our heritage assets to promote Scotland to domestic and international audiences.

Visit Scotland’s National Tourism Development Framework contains an action that:
Development planning authorities together with other local and
national stakeholders are encouraged by VisitScotland to consider the
regeneration potential from expansion of tourism/visitor
infrastructure in support of successful heritage and culture assets in
their development plans based on evidence of market demand.
The HT2020 Strategy is directly aligned with the ‘Valuing’ priority.

Visit Scotland
Visit Scotland has three core activities: Marketing, Information Provision and Quality
Assurance. Its Tourism Development Framework for Scotland (2016) makes
recommendations for development planning to deliver on the Tourism Scotland 2020
growth target. It is intended to help development planning authorities to develop their own
strategies to grow the visitor economy in their local areas.
Cycle tourism (Visit Scotland (2016:29) is identified as one of the sub-sectors of the ‘Nature
and Activities’ theme. It identifies the need to provide specialist support facilities from
accommodation providers such as secure bike storage, drying rooms and bike washing and
as part of their journey and ensuring ease of access to take bicycles onto trains and buses.
The cycle tourism action statement is:
“Development planning authorities together with other local and
national stakeholders are encouraged by VisitScotland to consider the
potential for and upgrade of cycling infrastructure facilities to meet
the wider tourism market.”
The document also emphasises the importance of the Canals network and the work of
Scottish Canals to develop destinations on the network, with its related action (Visit Scotland
(2016:27):
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Working in partnership with Scottish Canals and other local and
national stakeholders, VisitScotland encourages development
planning authorities to continue to promote the tourism potential of
our canals and waterways and consider the allocation of suitable sites
in local development plans.
The Action Plans Appendix of the Framework contains a list of relevant infrastructure and
development projects supplied intended for delivery during period 2016-19. The list is
exhaustive and while it was not possible to review it within the scope of this report, it may
prove a useful resource going forward.
A third sub-sector identified is Heritage Tourism, with an action that:
Development planning authorities together with other local and
national stakeholders are encouraged by VisitScotland to consider the
regeneration potential from expansion of tourism/visitor
infrastructure in support of successful heritage and culture assets in
their development plans based on evidence of market demand.

Enterprise development
Along with the STA and Visit Scotland, the third key national tourism stakeholder is Scottish
Enterprise, that supports the tourism industry by:





developing industry leadership through the Scottish Tourism Alliance (STA);
developing industry collaboration to develop visitor experiences;
working directly with individual businesses to exploit their markets; and
investing in tourism destination infrastructure (Tourism Destination Development
Fund)

3.2.2 Regional Level
National Planning Framework
The National Planning Framework establishes two developments of regional interest:the
National Walking and Cycling Network; and the Central Scotland Green Network. These are
detailed in Section 6.3.

KVF LEADER
KVF LEADER’s Local Development Plan is reviewed in Section 6.1.

Forth & Clyde Canal
Scottish Canals’ duty is to regulate and manage the inland waterways. While Scottish Canals
operates at a national level, its strategy contribution is considered here as a regional input in
terms of the Forth & Clyde Canal.
It’s overarching Vision is:
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“Safeguarding our heritage. Building our future”
This will be achieved:
Though stronger communities. We want to give people new
experiences – compelling them to spend more of their time and their
money with us. To do this we will partner with organisations and
businesses – generating income which allows us to invest even more
for future generations.
Attracting new customers & income: The canals were once the
heartbeat of Scotland’s economic success. We have a vision to support
new opportunities along our canals, which help create lasting
prosperity for our neighbours.
Empowered, motivated people: We support people, build their skills
and act on their ideas to transform the way we work. As we develop,
so will they – giving them more opportunities as we grow together.
In Making the Most of Our Canals (2013), the Scottish Government aims to encourage
walking and cycling, tourism, paddle sports and third sector development. It set out seven
key aims for the Canal network, including:





Valuing the heritage of our canals;
Delivering a high quality experience;
Working through partnership and collaboration; and
Monitoring and measuring outcomes.

Scottish Canals Heritage Strategy 2013-38 sets out a vision that ‘through good stewardship
the heritage of our canals will be valued, celebrated and conserved for Scotland. The activity
areas include access and interpretation, conservation management, participation and
learning and sustainability.
In direct terms, Scottish Canals’ development strategy is based on creating destinations in
key locations across Scotland, including the new canal quarter at Edinburgh Quay, major
regeneration projects such as The Falkirk Wheel and The Helix and The Big Man in Glasgow
to generate Canal activity and income. The opportunity for Canal by Bike is to latch onto the
success of these projects to deliver more cycle tourism.
Scottish Canals’ Lowland Towpath Strategy (not publicly available) details the proposed
improvements to the Forth & Clyde Canal. It sets out how it will deliver improvements to
facilitate access to the towpath, including the recent surface upgrades, links onto the
towpath signing and interpretive information improvements. Any further development of
Canal by Bike proposals should consider the provisions of the Towpath Strategy.
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3.2.3 Local Level
There are three Local Area Tourism Partnerships in the KVF LEADER area:




Falkirk Area Tourism Partnership (Visit Falkirk);
Lanarkshire Area Tourism Partnership (Visit Lanarkshire);
East Dunbartonshire

Falkirk
Visit Falkirk’s ‘Tourism Falkirk 2020’ Strategy sets out a five-year vision to:




To increase visitor expenditure in the Falkirk area by 20% over the next five years to
2020.
To increase overnight visitor accommodation (serviced bedrooms and self-catering
units) in the Falkirk area by 20% over the next five years to 2020.
To develop a Falkirk Tourism Partnership to take ownership of, to review and to
implement the strategy

It is explicitly aligned with Tourism Scotland 2020 by detailing the target markets, product
opportunities (experiences) and the customer journey improvements. The Forth & Clyde
Canal is identified as an important asset along with adjacent destinations and the John Muir
Way.
Destination development is a key theme of the strategy, including the development of
experiences at the destinations. The section on Activity Tourism prioritises:





Developing tourism-related businesses along the route of the John Muir Way and at
key locations adjacent to the Antonine Wall and Canals;
Completing facilities and infrastructure including cycle trails and related
developments within Callendar Estate;
Extending the season through the provision of activities on a ‘turn up and play’ basis;
and
Encouraging more activity operators through Business Gateway and other

Each of these activities is relevant to Canal by Bike’s emerging activities.

Lanarkshire
Visit Lanarkshire’s Tourism Lanarkshire 2020 Strategy targets year on year growth of 2.5% to
2020, mirroring the national Tourism Scotland 2020 Strategy. It’s three priority areas for
action are:




Leisure tourism;
Business tourism; and
Training and skills.

The discussion of Leisure Tourism assets is very focussed on destinations, including , close to
the Forth & Clyde Canal, Summerlee and the Antonine Wall and access to rural country
parks. There is also recognition of the opportunities to develop ‘new’ assets and experiences
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including wind farm developers opening up their sites by providing cycling and walking
paths.

East Dunbartonshire
East Dunbartonshire Council is currently developing its Economic Development Strategy,
following the expiry of the 2013-16 version. This contains actions to:



Support improved facilities associated with the natural assets (including walkways,
Antonine Wall, Forth and Clyde Canal and the Campsies); and
Develop the success of the Kirkintilloch Canal Festival to grow ‘event tourism’.

It is recommended that representations are made to Visit East Dunbartonshire and East
Dunbartonshire Council’s Economic Development Department to highlight the Canal by Bike
opportunity.

3.2.4 Heritage, Tourism & Leisure Headlines
Tourism Scotland 2020 has instigated a step-change in public-private sector collaboration to
focus on tourism sector growth and local collaboration. At national and local levels there are
strong policies to support Canal by Bike including to deliver:






Improved cycle networks and public transport links;
Better destinations;
Multi-activity extensions to destinations;
Access to heritage and the natural environment; and
Collaboration to exploit evidenced local growth opportunities.

It will be vital that KVF LEADER engages strategically with the Heritage, Tourism and Leisure
national sector leaders to access funding opportunities, and equally important to develop a
local alliance of partners through the Area Tourism Partnerships.

3.3 Sustainable Economic Development
The Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework 3 establishes two key
developments as drivers for sustainable economic development in Central Scotland:



The Central Scotland Green Network (CSGN); and
The National Walking and Cycling Network (NWCN).

Central Scotland Green Network
The aim of the CSGN is to restore and improve the rural and urban landscape of a study area
that encompasses the entire Central Belt, from coast to coast. Its vision for Central Scotland
is that:
‘By 2050, Central Scotland has been transformed into a place where
the environment adds value to the economy and where people’s lives
are enriched by its quality’.
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The delivery of the CSGN is co-ordinated by the Central Scotland Green Network Trust
(CSGNT), alongside Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and local delivery partners. It will
connect green and blue spaces in towns and cities with the wider countryside and coast,
including developing path networks and green corridors.

National Walking and Cycling Network
Bringing together the delivery of local, regional and national path networks including
Scottish Canals, the National Cycle Network and Core Paths, the NWCN is given formal
development planning status by the National Planning Framework. Chaired by SNH, The
Steering Group oversees delivery and also comprises Sustrans, Scottish Canals, Visit Scotland
and national, regional and local government representatives.
It aims to extend and improve Scotland's network of paths, trails and canals. By 2035 the
existing network will have expanded from 6000 to 8000 miles, providing new opportunities
for walking, cycling, horse-riding and canoeing. The development of connections on and off
the Forth and Clyde Canal may be able to be progressed through the NWCN.

Canal Development
The continued regeneration and development of access to and use of the Canal network has
a central place in both the NWCN and CSGN. This is considered in more detail in Section 6.4.

3.4 Active Travel
While Canal by Bike is a study focussing on delivering Heritage, Tourism and Leisure, the
interventions proposed have a significant potential to improve the community opportunities
for active travel. This is currently a strong area of focus for national and Local Government
capital and revenue expenditure and it is recommended that Canal by Bike seeks alignment
with the Active Travel policy landscape to maximise the opportunity for investment in the
scheme.

3.4.1 National Level
The Cycling Action Plan for Scotland 2017 sets out how Transport Scotland and its partners
Deliver the Vision of
“10% of everyday trips by bike by 2010”.
The actions (numbered by CAPS action reference) relevant to Canal by Bike are set out as
follows:
Infrastructure, Integration and Road Safety
5. Deliver and maintain high quality, local infrastructure (e.g. through the Community
Links and Community Links Plus programmes),
6. Grow and maintain the National Cycle Network (NCN) and develop a National
Cycling and Walking Network, to promote cycle tourism and to connect rural
communities.
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8. Improve integration with public transport. For example, to install secure cycle
parking and encourage bus/coach operators to carry cycles, especially in rural areas
where distance is a barrier to cycling.
9. Encourage and support the implementation of 20 mph streets/zones in
communities.
Promotion and Behaviour Change
11. Develop Active Travel Hubs across Scotland, utilising European Regional
Development Funding (ERDF), and drawing upon experience of the Stirling Cycle Hub
and the Active Travel Hubs in Ayrshire, to provide advice, services and support for
people to walk, cycle and take public transport;
12. Increase levels of access to bikes;
14. Work collaboratively across all policy areas to promote cycling and increase
participation including with events such as led ride programmes for
beginners/returners, Wee Jaunts as part of Pedal for Scotland and All Ability Cycling
projects at the Trossachs Tryst in Callander;
15. Invest in and deliver a “Cycle Friendly” package of support for workplaces,
campuses, communities and schools; and
16. Support the Smarter Choices, Smarter Places Programme to enable local authorities
to encourage and support people to choose active travel through local behaviour
change initiatives.
Each of these is a funded activity area, delivered either directly or through Transport
Scotland’s national partners, including Sustrans, Cycling Scotland and Paths for All
In discussion, Transport Scotland has also indicated its interest in considering the potential
for a start-up grant for interventions that can demonstrate active travel outcomes. Further
consultation with Transport Scotland is recommended following the conclusion of this study.

3.4.2 Local Level
Delivery of the active travel agenda is primarily through local authority departments and
community groups, supported by the agencies managing:






Community Links (Sustrans)
Community Links Plus (Sustrans)
National Cycle Network (Sustrans)
Smarter Choices, Smarter Places (Paths for All); and
Cycling Walking Safer Streets programmes (direct grant to local authorities).

The delivery priorities within each area will change year-on-year. To date, East
Dunbartonshire is the only authority in the KVF LEADER area with an Active Travel Strategy.
A significant focus of the Council’s infrastructure efforts is in Canal and related path access,
including the John Muir Way and the Antonine Wall. It recently introduced signing in
Bishpbriggs and Kirkintilloch, as well as part-funding the upgrade of the Canal Towpath.
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North Lanarkshire and Falkirk have similarly worked with Scottish Canals on towpath access
improvements. All three local authorities deliver a travel behavior change promotion
programme, funded by the Smarter Choices Smarter Places funding stream.

3.4.3 Active Travel Summary
Local and national policy clearly and consistently states that the core interventions required
to deliver more people cycling more often are:






Better infrastructure and networks, particularly linking communities;
Programmes to give people the confidence and skills through experiences;
Information to make cycling more accessible;
Promotions and events to encourage and normalise cycling for travel; and
Meaningful engagement with communities and strong partnerships between crosssectoral public and commercial organisations to deliver the outputs effectively.

The Forth and Clyde Canal, combined with the Union Canal and surrounding infrastructure
connects a sizable proportion of Scotland’s population. Canal by Bike is well placed to deliver
outcomes to match the active travel agenda.

3.5 Summary
In summary, Canal by Bike has considerable opportunity to tap into funding and delivery
mechanisms across the three identified themes of Heritage, Tourism and Leisure,
Sustainable Economic Development and Active Travel. While Heritage, Tourism and Leisure
may be the central focus of the stakeholders driving the project, the benefits cut across all
three themes. Demonstrating these benefits will help to minimise funding risk and broaden
the delivery potential.
Consultation with the strategic national partners indicates that there is positive will on the
part of funding bodies to consider Canal by Bike as a vehicle to deliver their outcomes.
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4 Lessons from Case Studies
Plan for Bikes conducted structured telephone interviews with three case studies to identify
best practice in the development of cycle tourism:




La Loire a velo;
Cycle Scottish Borders; and the
Caledonia Way.

A desktop review of the Rhine Route (EuroVelo Route 15) and the North Coast 500 was
undertaken to supplement these findings.
The purpose of the research was to identify key learning for the Canal by Bike project. We
identified:








Project aims;
Governance and management;
Key Target Markets and growth;
Interventions delivered;
Stakeholder partnerships and business engagement;
Funding; and
Lessons learned.

The key messages from this research are summarised in this Section, with written transcripts
and contact details for the three Case Study interviews provided in Appendix A.

4.1 Project aims
The focus of each of the projects studied was to grow visits into the study areas to increase
tourism spend:






Loire a velo developed a bespoke cycle tourism marketing product for 900km of
existing path infrastructure by introducing a combination of improved user services
and promotional interventions;
Cycle Scottish Borders is connected to the wider tourism agenda of the Scottish
Borders Council. The primary focus is to bring people into the Borders to spend
money by seeding tourism providers to develop events and bespoke promotions.
This project does not focus on a single product or facility.
The Caledonia Way (NCN78) is a brand new piece of path infrastructure, now almost
fully complete from Campbeltown to Inverness. The focus of the project is now
moving from the 15-year infrastructure work to developing a cycle tourism
marketing product, now running for two years.

The clear message from each project in promotional terms is a focus on incoming trips to
spend increase visitor spend, rather than on local people. In the case of the Caledonia Way
and Loire a Velo, the infrastructure was in place first, whereas for Cycle Scottish Borders the
promotion is the principal focus, around existing destinations and events.
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4.2 Governance and management
4.2.1 Project co-ordinator
A clear lead public body is a consistent feature of the three projects, however the nature of
the role varies considerably. In each case however, a lead co-ordinator role was critical in
developing the governance structure, engaging with partners and businesses, securing
funding and overseeing the marketing product development. For the Caledonia Way in the
region of 12-18 months was required to undertake the necessary preparatory work. A similar
timeframe was reported by La Loire a Velo. However it should be noted that the length of
these routes is considerably greater than the Forth and Clyde Canal.

4.2.2 Steering Groups
In the two Scottish examples, delivery relies on a number of public and private partners.
Each of these projects developed a Strategic Steering Group consisting of key delivery
bodies. In the case of the Caledonia Way, the infrastructure and marketing elements
involved separate Steering Groups.
The structure of La Loire a Velo is more simple because it arose from an agreement between
the two regional government bodies to develop a specific cycling product to complement
the existing international attraction of the Loire Valley. There was no reliance on third party
funding or governance and the project is entirely financed throughout by the regional
governments through tourism streams. The project took around 3-4 years of consultation to
start up and is now in its tenth year of delivery. It is directly managed by a project coordinator and the equivalent of around four full time staff. The simplicity of the governance
and funding arrangements are a clear strength, however not directly replicable in Scotland
given the different public institutional arrangements.
The governance structure of the Cycle Scottish Borders effort is more fluid than the other
two case studies. The steering group consisted of Tweed Valley Tourism, businesses, sports
development, Visit Scotland and the Council’s economic development department. It was
primarily promoting three primary cycle routes by developing a virtual hub - the group
pulled together the marketing and provided seed funding for events. There was also a subgroup of Rangers and waterways professionals doing waymarking and signing and the
Council’s roads department separately progresses leisure infrastructure. The SBCG
disbanded June 2013 because it was determined that it had run its course. Since then the
Council has maintained the staff and events budgets because it sees the benefit.

4.3 Key Target Markets and growth;
The route-specific projects of The Caledonia Way and Loire a Velo have the most relevant
parallels to the Canal by Bike project. The markets are categorised as follows in this section

4.3.1 Cycle visitors
Cycle visitors are tourists who arrive with cycling as the dominant focus of the trip. These
can be:
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National/ international specialist audiences: cycle users who have experience and
the desire to cycle a specific route or region as opposed to elsewhere. These visitors
will be predominantly on multi-day trips touring along their route, or in some cases
making multiple day cycling trips from a single base; or
Day trippers – who can be specialist domestic cycling audiences or more casual local
cyclists. A branded route can help cultivate this market into more day trips and the
higher value multi-day trips. A further sub-category of the day-trip market is the
growing sportive/ event participants, who may be local people or national visitors.

4.3.2 Cycling as part of a visit
There is a growing market for people who are looking to undertake a number of activities
during a day visit or on holiday. In this case, the hook is to embed cycling into existing
tourism at key locations so that it becomes an integral part of a visit. The focus of capturing
this market should be to focus on high value destinations and provide services and
promotions that results in ‘impulse’ buys. Destination visitors who cycle as part of their trip
have the opportunity to visit additional destinations and spending opportunities.

4.3.3 Impact Evaluation
Good data demonstrating growth and economic impact is critical to secure buy-in from
funders and stakeholders. It is necessary to fund bespoke economic impact evaluation.
Scottish Borders website hits are recorded via STEEM stats. Chip monitoring is used at
participatory events to record numbers (a gift is offered for returning the chip). The Council’s
Economic Impact Evaluation indicates that 35% of its event attendees area from outside the
Borders. It’s research demonstrated a direct economic benefit of £1.5million to the local
economy from two of its major events1.
Sustrans reported the Economic Impact of the Caledonia Way infrastructure based on two
years’ counter and route user intercept (RUI) survey data. It is estimated that the Oban to
Fort William section of the route (at 46miles a comparable length to the Forth & Clyde
Canal) attracts 340,000 trips are each year; 80% made by pedestrians and 20% by cyclists. It
is estimated that 33,500 of the cycle trips are made by home-based recreational cyclists
(51% of total cycle trips). All trips contribute £361,330 to the economy, and sustain up to 8.6
FTE jobs2. Findings from the business surveys and data collected from route user surveys
show the economic value of this route to the local business community and the wider
community.

1

BBC News (2014), ‘Borders cycling events £1.7m boost for local economy’
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-south-scotland-30394082
2

Sustrans (2015), Third annual report, Aug 2015
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/files/Scotland%20annual%20report%
202015.pdf
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La Loire a Velo evaluation3 reported that the number of cycle trips had increased 23% in 5
years to 935,000 in 2015. 57% of trips were day trips mostly by people local to the regions,
and 43% of visitors considered ‘tourists’ (from other parts of France or abroad) who stay in
the region for more than one day. La Loire was already a well known national and
international destination long before the cycling project. Consequently the international
cycling audience is also significant, at 33%. The most significant 5 year growth has been
amongst wider national and international visitors – higher value multi-day tourism - that
primarily accounts for the 5 year doubling of the project’s economic impact to 29.6million
Euros outstripping the overall increase in trips.
Interestingly it also identified that 9,900 cycles were transported by rail and that it had built
a network of 578 businesses that ‘owned’ the Loire a Velo brand. Although not expressly
stated, it is assumed that this refers to the 200 Euro three-year business membership fee
reported during the interview. With 578 businesses on board, this would amount to a fund
of 115,600 Euros over three years.

4.4 Interventions delivered
The interventions can be categorised as ‘infrastructure’ and ‘marketing and promotion’.

4.4.1 Infrastructure
The combined infrastructure interventions of the two route-specific offers (Caledonia Way
and La Loire a Velo) included:







Coherent, safe and attractive family-friendly route infrastructure;
Direct links to public transport or transfer services;
Coherent direction and destination signing
Secure bike parking at destinations
Public artwork
Regular destinations and places to stop or stay over

However this is not necessarily all required immediately and a phased introduction of
facilities is acceptable, providing the coherent, safe and attractive route and links to it are
provided.

4.4.2 Marketing and Promotion



Clear and consistent branding and placement on signs, infrastructure, at businesses;
Social media marketing, including web content, viral video promotion;

3

La Loire à Vélo (2015), Étude de fréquentation et de retombées économiques
http://www.agence-paysdelaloire.fr/wp-content/uploads/Etude_Loire_velo_2016.pdf
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Advance promotion aimed at international visitors at a time and place they would
want to plan their trip (in the case of German and American tourists, this may be 912 months in advance in brochures and agencies);
Impulse promotions and services to capture destination and local visitors;
Subliminal promotion aimed at other types of visitors who may return (eg La Loire a
Velo map place mats at café tables);
Business promotions and offers;
Interpretive information on route; and
Website and App development for advance planning and on-route use.

In both cases, the brand and promotional delivery was carefully planned and delivered on
the basis of market intelligence.
For Cycle Scottish Borders the focus was less clear. The promotional effort developed from
the Tour of Britain stages hosted by the Borders. The project targets a broad range of cycle
sport and casual cyclists (as well as non-cyclists), adult and family markets with no firm
overarching brand identify other than event-by-event identity. Some interesting techniques
are their engagement with schools with competition prizes, producing event merchandise
with on-going identity value, and taking cycling to existing events rather than necessarily
having a participatory cycling offer.

4.5 Stakeholder partnerships and business engagement
All projects reported the importance of a representative group of partners from local
communities, businesses and strategic partners. The governance section (4.3.2) deals with
steering group engagement. However a number of interesting techniques are worthy of note
here:








Engaging strategic private industry partners is the critical first step;
Area Tourism Partnerships play a crucial role in developing business contacts;
Business project memberships can develop ‘ownership’ of the brand, enhance its
roll-out and contribute to revenue funding. However these schemes are costly to
administer and can overlap with the Area Tourism Partnership schemes;
In most cases demonstrating the value of the project comes before individual
business buy-in;
Focussing on those who will benefit most and is the way to develop momentum;
Promotions that businesses and communities (especially schools) can get involved
with and benefit from (eg free radio advertising) are valuable to win hearts and
minds.

4.6 Funding
Governance and funding structures varied considerably between the schemes, however
there are some consistent themes.
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4.6.1 Public funding dominates
Public funding comes from a variety of local, central and EU government sources, including
tourism, active travel and transport budgets. However in all cases, public funding is the
source of the vast majority of the budget and is a primary requirement for both start-up
capital and revenue and for the ongoing management and maintenance effort.
The infrastructure for the Caledonia Way was largely delivered by Transport Scotland,
Sustrans and Scottish Canals through capital grants over a period of 15 years. The final two
sections of the route are scheduled to be built in 2018. The marketing and promotional work
is being funded by a Visit Scotland Growth Fund grant, matched by 25% from other public
partners and 25% from the strategic private sector partners.
Loire a Velo is wholly funded by the tourism departments of the regional governments and
other local government bodies. The cost was not provided during the interview but is
reported in its 2015 Evaluation Report as comprising a total of 50million Euros over the
900km of route.
Original seed funding for Cycle Scottish Borders was provided by Borders LEADER, but the
ongoing work relies on Council grants that covers match funding for infrastructure
improvement grants secured from Sustrans’ Community Links and part-funding for events.
Funding in kind is provided through the promotional work of Visit Scotland. The main
Council grant also pays for staff time to maintain the website and other promotional
delivery.

4.6.2 Private funding is possible but slow to develop
Efforts to secure private funding have assisted in some cases. For Loire a Velo membership,
businesses pay a three-year fee of 200Euros. As indicated in Section 4.3.3, it is calculated
that this provided 115,600 Euros in 2015. This money is a growing contribution to the
ongoing project revenue costs but is just 0.2% of the public investment. The North Coast
500 has a membership scheme running, charging between £15 and £250 per annum
dependent on the service offered. In return, businesses receive information and support,
advertising and promotions. It is not known what level of revenue this generates, however
the £250 scheme is for a ‘500 Club’ which would, if fully subscribed, amount to £125,000 per
annum.
Sustrans secured 25% private sector funding to part-match the Visit Scotland Growth Fund.
It is understood this is combination of tourism industry sector bodies and Area Tourism
Partnerships. Engagement by Sustrans is at a strategic rather than an individual business
level.
Cycle Scottish Borders has a looser arrangement on funding. The Council provides an events
grant to the Tourism (Economic Development) department. This is used to seed fund new
events or support existing events. Many of the events are already run by local businesses
(Tweed Love) or events agencies. The Council grants are used to support and co-ordinate
those efforts, but the Council is not involved in the direct delivery of the events themselves.
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4.7 Lessons Learned
At the conclusion of each interview, interviewees were asked to summarise what went well
and what they would do differently. These are reported almost unedited in this section.

4.7.1 What went well






Strong political will;
A good technical team;
A "snowball effect" following the initial ideas because local services were benefiting
financially from the project;
Communicate early and well with businesses; and
Get quick wins and demonstrate benefit.

4.7.2 What you would do differently







Focus in – don’t try to do too much too widely and focus on quick wins
Do not run events- be strategic;
Get the community and businesses involved and benefiting early on;
Online booking facility all on the main website and app;
Some merchandising to promote the Loire à vélo – merchandise that has ongoing
value;
Businesses difficult to convince. Needs early and regular constructive engagement
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4.8 Key Case Study Headlines
The key good practice headlines that should be considered by Canal by Bike are summarised
below.

Co-ordinator

• A dedicated co-ordinator
• Full-time resource to get running successfully

Steering
Group

•A strategic group of delivery bodies is important where
responsibilities are not straightforward
•Separate sub-steering groups may be desirable for the
infrastructure and marketing efforts

Branding

•Develop a strong and clear tourism brand
•Focus efforts on clear target markets based on
intelligence in order to deliver quick wins

Engagement

Be strategic

Evaluation
Public sector
funding

•Get the community and businesses benefiting early.
•Early engagement with businesses is important and
securing buy-in will be time consuming;

•Take a strategic outlook to seed grassroots community
and business activity to multiply the benefits of your
efforts
•Visible quick wins for businesses

•Develop a strong evaluation effort to demonstrate
project value;

•The start-up and ongoing costs will be predominantly if
not wholly funded through the public sector.
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5 The Canal by Bike data baseline
The scope of this task is to collate existing data sets to establish baselines of current use of
the study area.
From structured telephone interviews with Strategic Stakeholders, emailed and telephoned
requests for data, and desktop research relevant data sets were identified during this study.
These are summarised as:




Route usage;
Visitor and event data
Destination information

While it is not possible to identify a consistent baseline of Canal use by cyclists, the range of
data sets should be built upon to develop an evaluation framework in the next phase of
project development.
The presentation of findings in this area begins with a discussion of the characteristics of the
cycle tourism market.

5.1 The cycle tourism market
The Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum (SCTF) defines cycle tourism as: “non-competitive, nonutilitarian leisure cycling, i.e. cycle tourism based on quiet roads and traffic-free paths.”4
Cycle tourism can be further classified by the duration of holiday activity:






4

Day trips, which are
the most frequent
type of leisure
cycling,
Holiday cycling,
where cycling
comprises only a
part of overall
holiday activities;
and
Cycling holidays,
where cycling is the
main transport

Cycle tourism

Day trips

Holiday
cycling

Cycling
holidays

Meanders or
exertive

Meanders or
exertive

Multi-day
tours

Domestic

From a
holiday base

Domestic and
international

£15-30 spend
per day

£15-30 spend
per day

£45-60 spend
per day

The Value of Cycle Tourism, Transform Scotland (2013:11)
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mode or activity during the trip.

5.1.1 The needs of cycle tourists
During a trip, cyclists will look for safe, attractive routes, regular places of interest, places to
stop and eat, local information, good coherent signing, local advice from service providers
and flexible bike hire and stopping arrangements.
From accommodation, food and drink and destinations, cyclists will look for some of the
following facilities5:






Cycle security – somewhere safe to leave the bike, whether for a lunch stop or
overnight
Local information – onward travel, places to visit, route information
Flexibility – late arrivals and early departures should be accommodated
Washing and drying facilities – having facilities to change and clean clothes can be
important on overnight trips, or even on day trips hindered by poor weather
Food on the go – flexibility with food timings and takeaway alternatives can make
food providers more attractive for a visit.

5.1.2 Targeting growth
In targeting the market segments to focus on it is important to understand their
characteristics.
Day trips comprise the vast majority of cycle tourism trips in Scotland, with a typical daily
spend of around £15 per day per person.6 Day trips are almost exclusively derived from the
domestic Scottish market, and 45% of cycling industry providers identify the promotion of
family-friendly off-road cycle routes as the most important opportunity for growth.7 The
cycling industry also identifies a small sub-set of day trips named ‘sportives’ that is growing
strongly from a 20% share of cycle tourism.
Although overnight trips make up less than 1% of cycle tourism trips, their economic
contribution is just under 20% of the total value of the sector. The difference is principally

5

Sustrans (2017), Leisure Cycling Toursim Guide, p12
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/scotlandguide/
6

The Value of Cycle Tourism, Transform Scotland (2013:12)

7

Cycle Tourism in Scotland - Industry Survey Summary, Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum (2014)
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attributable to evening expenditure behaviour and the contribution of accommodation costs
to the total.8
Overseas tourists make a 20% greater per capita contribution to tourism expenditure than
domestic tourists.9 Therefore, cycle tourists from outside the UK should be recognised as a
valuable market segment
To minimise displacing expenditures from other activities, trips where cycling is the main
activity would maximise the return on investment per visitor, over holidays where cycling is
just one of many activities.10 For the Forth and Clyde Canal, it is therefore strategically
beneficial to develop cycling holiday tourism rather than single day trips, with stronger links
to the EuroVelo routes 1 and 12, and to the wider National Cycle Network.
However with 40% of the Scottish population in the Central Belt, its proximity to domestic
urban centres and wider transport connections, day trips and holiday cycling are likely to
make up the overwhelming majority of trips. Maximising revenue opportunities from those
trips could form the biggest potential for growth.

5.2 Existing Forth & Clyde Canal Activity
In its ‘Development of the Towpath Strategy’ presentation11, Scottish Canals considers the
commercialisation potential of the Scottish Canal network. It reports that approximately
20m visits are made to canal network per annum. In the last 5 years £5m has been raised
and invested upgrading 38.1km of the 110km route.
Scottish Canals HEAT assessment12 reports that the canals generated:





3.9 million additional person kilometres per annum, with a public health value of
£6.4 million;
£220k of road safety benefits;
£77k in terms of reduced absenteeism; and
a reduction of 85,000 of exposure to poor air quality.

8

“Expenditure from single-day trips averages £15… The average multi-day cycle trip is 7.7
days and the direct expenditure per trip averages £350.” The Value of Cycle Tourism,
Transform Scotland (2013:12).
9

Tourism and Culture Statistics, Scottish Government (2011)

10

Economic Value of Mountain Biking in Scotland, Ekos (2009)

11

Scottish Canals, ‘Development of Towpath Strategy’ presentation, provided by Richard
Millar, email 23rd March 2017
12

Scottish Canals (2012), Health Impacts of Scotland’s Canals
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This Section summarises some of the important Forth and Clyde Canal data. Where study
area-specific data is not available, regional or Scotland-wide data is reported.

5.2.1 Destinations
Scottish Canals’ visitor numbers indicate that the Falkirk Wheel (400,000 annual visits) and
the Helix (350,000 annual visits) are two of the most visited Scottish Canal destinations, only
exceeded by Edinburgh (700,000 to 1,000,000 visits). This is perhaps unsurprising given that
approximately 40% of Scotland’s population resides in the Central Belt, with 950,000 people
living next to the Lowland Canal Network.
50,000 guided tour visits were made to the Kelpies in the in the first year, with over 1million
visits to the Kelpies and the Helix in the last year13.

5.2.2 Events
The Scottish Canals support 120 events bringing 60,000 people per year, with an economic
value of £830,000 (just under £7,000 per event).
There is an opportunity to add cycling on to existing non-cycling events. Further aquisition of
event data is required to identify to what extent local organisers fully exploit the cycling
opportunities presented by, for example, the West End Festival, Kirkintilloch Canal Festival,
Falkirk Fire and Light Festival. Analysis of user demographics may identify opportunities to
add cycling as a way of extending the benefits to Canal businesses.
Falkirk’s inaugural Wee Jaunt will take place on Sunday 7th June at The Helix. It is
recommended that the data from this mini-sportive is collected from Cycling Scotland.

5.2.3 Trip volume on the Canal/ NCN754
Sustrans reported in 201214 that 35,345 estimated trips made on were made on the NCN754
route in 2012 (location not reported). In a separate 2015 Route User Intercept Survey
Report15, Sustrans reports that annual usage of the canal at the Falkirk Wheel is 925,000
trips (refer to Figure 5.1). Sustrans also reported an overall growth in canal trips at this
location of approximately 9% between 2011 and 2015. 5% of trips recorded were by bike,
approximately 46,250 trips. The relatively low proportion of cycle trips (the number did not
grow between 2011 and 2015), perhaps indicates a lack of opportunity at the Falkirk Wheel.

13

Information provided verbally by Falkirk Council, Economic Development

14

NCN Route User Intercept Surveys February/ March 2012 and October 2012, unknown
location on the Forth and Clyde Canal
15

NCN Route User Intercept Surveys, October 2015
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Figure 5.1 Estimated annual trips on the canal at the Falkirk Wheel, 2015 RUIS

By contrast, Scottish Canals’ 2012 Forth and Clyde and Union Canal Survey16 conducted at 14
locations along the Canal indicates that almost 50% of users are cyclists (refer to Figure 5.2).
This data is heavily influenced by the greater sample size in urban locations. It perhaps
indicates the opportunity to draw cyclists out for longer day or overnight trips.

Figure 5.2 Trips by mode on the Forth & Clyde and Union Canals
60%

50%

% of Total

40%

30%

Mode of Travel

20%

10%

0%
Walk

Cycle

Run

Other

Not Specified

Mode of Travel

When one considers trip length at the same 14 locations, the importance of cycle trips to the
Canal appears even more significant, given that cycle users can travel further in the same
time as a journey on foot, as illustrated in Table 5.1.

16

Scottish Canals (2012), Health Impact of Scotland’s Canals.
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Table 5.1 Proportion of overall user trip distance by mode on the Forth & Clyde and
Union Canals (Scottish Canals (2012), Health Impact of Scotland’s Canals)
Canal Section

Cycling

Running

Walking

Union (Urban)

59%

21%

19%

Union (Rural)

34%

10%

50%

F&C (Urban)

54%

13%

32%

F&C (Rural)

31%

18%

50%

The 2012 report indicates that 70% of the people using NCN754 make the same journey
twice per week. This suggests the value of the canal towpath as a facility for local people
making regular trips, either for everyday utility or leisure. Finding ways for businesses to
benefit from these local day trips could be a key growth area as much as the broader cycle
tourism base.
The 2015 RUIS Falkirk Wheel canal user survey reports that 40% of users used the route at
least once a week.

5.2.4 Trip purpose
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, 95% of canal users (by any mode) surveyed in 2015 at the Falkirk
Wheel reported using the route that day for leisure.

Figure 5.3 Canal users at The Falkirk Wheel by trip purpose, 2015 RUIS

58% reported using the route to get exercise, 92% said they agreed the surroundings.
This contrasts with the Scottish Canals Forth & Clyde and Union Canals route-wide survey
that reported 57% of respondents travelling for leisure and 43% of respondents travelling to
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a destination, with 62% of those people using the towpath for their commute to work. This
is likely to be a particularly noticeable trend in the Edinburgh area, where travelling on the
restored Union Canal appears to be relatively popular. However it is also possible, that
respondents to the Sustrans survey consider a journey to a destination as ‘leisure’, thereby
over-reporting this trip purpose.

5.2.5 User demographics
The 2015 Falkirk Wheel RUIS reported the following canal user demographics:





47% Female, 53% Male
19% Children, 69% adults 16-64, 12% adults 65+
38% travelled over 20miles to get there
55% arrived by car, 44% arrived by bike or walking

Across the Canal network as a whole (Scottish Canals Towpath Strategy Research
presentation), 93% of users are from Scotland, 5% from England and 2% from elsewhere
(mainly UK). The same report also indicates the following Scotland-wide demographics:



Age: 28% - 45-54, 37% - 55-64, 16% - 65-74.
Income: 14% - Between £10,000 and less than £20,000, 16% - Between £20,000 and
less than £30,000, 14% - Between £30,000 and less than £40,000.

5.2.6 Visitor Spend
The average spend reported per person per visit to the Canal network was £30.35. By
comparison, the percentage of visitors to the following destinations that spend between £10
and £99 is:






Falkirk Wheel as a destination – 71%
Forth & Clyde - 43%
Union - 39%
Caledonian Canal - 55%
Crinan Canal - 54%

In addition, 41% who used the canals reported that they could have potentially been
provided with at least one nights accommodation.

5.2.7 Qualitative responses
The Scotland-wide survey conducted by Scottish Canals (Towpath Strategy presentation)
provided the following useful feedback from users:
•
•
•

Dissatisfaction with current access points, price of food/drink and toilet facilities.
Good level of maintenance on canal bank, excellent waterside pontoons.
Users want more dog bins, Wi-Fi, improved toilet facilities, more signage, more
information boards, more for kids to do at the Falkirk Wheel.
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5.3 Day Trips v Multi-day cycle tourism
At the western end of the Canal the NCN754 – Sustrans is currently working on links to the
Helix and under the M9 to connect the NCN76 ‘Round the Forth’ Route. There is also
significant potential to complete a Scottish EuroVelo loop, incorporating links to Eurovelo
routes 1 and 1217. These could develop as long distance cycle touring products.
However stakeholders and industry experts recommend that the Canal by Bike project
should focus on local and domestic markets, particularly in the Central Belt and adjacent to
the Forth and Clyde Canal. Furthermore that the greatest potential for increases in cycle
tourism lie in targeting cycling day trippers and destination visitors, with cycling as an
additional activity.
The project should build on the continued regeneration of the Canal and on the offer being
developed by stakeholders, such as the Falkirk Wheel, The Helix and Kelpies and on
developing cycling as an add-on to existing events such as Glasgow’s West End Festival,
Kirkintilloch Canal Festival, and new events such as the Falkirk Fire and Light Festival, while
extending the value of events such as Falkirk’s Wee Jaunt, part of Scotland’s biggest cycling
event, Pedal for Scotland.
Reporting from Sustrans indicates that the wider cycle tourism potential is a developing
area. Using the Cycle Route Economic Impact Model, Sustrans estimated the economic
impact of cycle tourism and home based leisure usage of cycle routes18. Table 5.2 illustrates
the balance of day trips (home-based) and wider visitor (tourist) spend on the NCN
nationwide by cycle tourists.

Table 5.2 Indicative value of leisure cycling and cycle tourism on the NCN

This indicates that cycle tourism as a whole is a growing market, with annual growth of over
24%. It also indicates that nationwide, the day trip market is 67% of the total market share.

17

One of the unique attractions that both these long distance routes can link to is KVF
LEADER’S own The Pineapple, sitting under Theme 1 of its Local Development Strategy.
18

Sustrans (2015) Third Annual Report
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/files/Scotland%20annual%20report%
202015.pdf
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However in the central belt locations from which data was derived, the difference is even
more pronounced, with approximately 93% market share.

5.4 Benefits to businesses
The potential benefits of a growth in cycle tourism on the Forth and Clyde Canal can be
realised by businesses and communities.
According to the International Passenger Survey, 2% of overseas visitors to Scotland cycle
while on holiday.19 The proportion of cycle tourists from all Scottish tourists is
approximately 3%20. The total value of direct expenditure by cycle tourism is estimated to be
£239million (or £362million if mountain biking is included).21
Another important aspect of cycle tourists is their
need to travel light. This generates economic
activity in smaller and more remote locations.
Furthermore, since cyclists consume more energy
per day,22 food and refreshments have a greater
share in their budget. Cyclists are more likely to visit
smaller and less traditional destinations, thus
widening income distribution.23

Business beneficiaries

In 2014, the SCTF commissioned an industry survey
to gather the views of businesses.24 56% of
businesses expected growth in Scottish cycle
tourism to exceed 5% within 5 years and identified
several key areas for investment to drive this
growth:












Event organisers
Visitor attractions
Food and drink providers
Transport operators
Accommodation
providers
Cycle shop/ hire
Tour
operators
and
guides
Retailers

Route infrastructure;
Targeted promotions;

19

2003, VisitScotland

20

The Value of Cycle Tourism, Transform Scotland (2013:13)

21

The Value of Cycle Tourism, Transform Scotland (2013:13)

22

The Pro Cyclist’s Diet, Livestrong (2011)

23

The Value of Cycling in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, Highland Cycle Forum (2004)

24

Cycle Tourism in Scotland - Industry Survey Summary, Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum (2014)
http://www.wild-scotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Infograph-June-2014Survey-v7.pdf
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Web and app platforms;
Accommodation and bike hire;
Public transport integration; and
Events.

5.5 Benefits to communities
Indirectly, good quality sustainable tourism environments result in good quality local
environments. However there are direct benefits to communities of the development of
cycle tourism. The facilities required by cycle visitors are similar no matter whether the
visitor is local, national or international, is on a day trip or a multi-day trip. In particular,
improving access to the canal from local communities will have direct health and recreation
benefits, as well as increasing active travel by bike. It was not possible within the scope of
this study to establish data sets to baseline the benefits to communities. It is recommended
that this is followed up with Sustrans, Scottish Canals and the Area Tourism Partnerships to
develop an agreed mechanism of evaluating this information.

5.6 Headline findings
The range of data sets available and the range of methodologies meant it was not possible
to establish an absolute baseline of use on the Canal. However the headline findings are:















Cycle tourism on the NCN is demonstrating significant growth (approximately 24%
Scotland-wide), however this growth is not evidenced on the Forth and Clyde Canal,
suggesting significant untapped potential;
Day trips and destination add-on cycle activities demonstrate the biggest potential
for increasing the number of cycle tourists;
The use of the Canal grew by around 9% at the Falkirk Wheel between 2011 and
2015 (Sustrans RUIS), but the number of trips by bike remained stagnant, indicating
a lack of opportunity to cycle at this location;
On the Forth and Clyde Canal as a whole, approximately 40% of trips were by bike
(although this is heavily influenced by the greater number of data sets collected in
urban areas). The potential could be to promote those existing cyclists further along
the route for longer trips;
95% of Falkirk Wheel canal users report ‘leisure’ as the trip purpose, indicating that
tourism cycle use could be a significant market at destinations. Utility trips are more
dominant in urban areas.
Outside of the main destinations, the Forth and Clyde Canal is relatively
underutilised and a project delivering more destinations or mini-destinations would
attract more visitors;
The commercialisation potential of the Forth and Clyde Canal is demonstrated by
the success of the Falkirk Wheel, the Kelpies and the Helix, however these
destinations could be further exploited with the addition of a cycling offer;
Canal users are looking for destinations and accommodation, better access to the
Canal, Wifi and information and more for children to do; and
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The biggest current Canal user demographics are Central Scotland visitors, adults
aged between 45 and 74, family groups and a relatively even balance of gender;
Canal cycle trips are longer than trips on foot, offering the potential to open more
destinations to customers.

5.7 Recommendation
The data provided in this section, combined with the Case Study reports summarised in
Section 4 will help KVF LEADER to develop a baseline and targets for monitoring the impact
of the Canal by Bike interventions.
However the existing data sets are not necessarily compatible. They identify a wide variance
in the volume and nature of Canal activity at different locations, sometimes conflicting in
their results. Significantly, it was not possible to obtain reliable automated counter data
within the KVF LEADER area.
It is also clear that the nature and volume of use along the canal varies significantly and that
site-specific data sets at a number of locations are required to baseline use effectively.
It is recommended that a monitoring and evaluation framework should be developed as part
of the next phase of project development. This should gather Sustrans, Scottish Canals and
major destinations together to agree a suitable methodology to move forward and to agree
responsibilities for a set of consistent and publicly reported data sets.
Sustrans’ Cycle Route Economic Impact Model25 could be used as a template for evaluating
the project impact.

25

Sustrans (August 2015:69) Third Annual Report on the outcomes of the 2012-2015 Grant
from the Scottish Government
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/files/Scotland%20annual%20report%
202015.pdf
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6 Strategic Stakeholders
We conducted structured telephone interviews with strategic stakeholders to identify:



Development plans and proposals over the coming ten years that would be relevant
to the study area; and
opportunities for partnership on the project.

Seven interviews with key representatives of the strategic stakeholder organisations were
contacted in this way and a further six conversations were conducted with other
representatives of the same organisations to follow-up on specific information. The
responsibilities of the strategic stakeholders contacted is listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 –Strategic Stakeholder Responsibilities
Ref

Strategic Stakeholder
Scottish Canals

Scottish Canals’ duty is to regulate and manage
the inland waterways. It takes on responsibility for
maintaining and developing all infrastructure and
destinations in and around the Canal and works
closely with Sustrans and local authorities to
deliver its duty.

Visit Scotland

Three core activities: Marketing, Information
Provision and Quality Assurance. Its Tourism
Development Framework for Scotland (2016)
makes recommendations for development
planning to deliver on the Tourism Scotland 2020
growth target. Important stakeholder in
developing marketing & promotion.

Sustrans (National Cycle
Network and Community
Links)

Sustrans is responsible for developing and
maintaining the National Cycle Network (NCN) and
for working with roads and planning authorities to
deliver active travel infrastructure throughout the
country. Key funding sources are its Transport
Scotland grant for the NCN and Community Links.

Sustrans (Business
Development)

Sustrans’ Business Development department
(under the Behaviour Change Directorate) aims to
develop revenue-generating opportunities for
active travel. It is a useful source of information
and partnership for community initiatives and
funding sources.

Cycling Scotland

Cycling Scotland receives a Transport Scotland
grant to deliver the 10% CAPS Vision in five
programme areas: Active Living Education &
Training Information & Guidance Communication
Leisure, Tourism & Access. It is an important
partner to develop community-led initiatives and

1

2

3

4

5

Responsibilities
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Transport Scotland

Transport Scotland’s Active and Sustainable Travel
Team is responsible for funding activities that
deliver the CAPS 10% Vision, including Sustrans,
Cycling Scotland and Paths for All’s activities. It
also directly grant funds activities that are aligned
with the Vision and can become self-sustaining.

Scottish Cycle Tourism
Forum

A member of the Scottish Tourism Alliance’s
Outdoor Tourism Group. Responsible for
developing awareness of the benefits of cycle
tourism and may be a clear delivery body if a
Scottish Cycle Tourism Strategy were to develop.
Currently focussing efforts on the Caledonia Way
as an exemplar cycle tourism brand.

Scottish Natural Heritage

Scottish Natural Heritage aims to get Scotland’s
people out at about, into areas of natural heritage,
but that also features active travel development. It
receives a direct Scottish Government grant and is
integral to delivering the National Planning
Framework activities of the:
 National Walking and Cycling Network
Plan; the
 Central Scotland Green Network Strategic
Routes; the
 Co-ordination of Access Officers

6

7

8

Abellio ScotRail was on the original list of key stakeholders, however consultation with other
partners exceeded the original shortlist and it is recommended that ScotRail is contacted
once the second phase of project development commences. The list of interviewees is
summarised in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 – Engagement with Strategic Stakeholders
Ref
1
2

3

4
5

Strategic Stakeholder

Contact

Progress

Scottish Canals

Richard Millar

Interview
completed

Visit Scotland

Martin Breslin and
Steve Duncan

Interview
completed

Sustrans National Cycle Network
Manager and Community Links officers

Marie Davis

Emails and
face-to-face
discussions

Sustrans Business Development

Chris Brace

Interview
completed

Cycling Scotland

Chris Johnson

Interview
completed
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Transport Scotland

Karen Furey

Interview
completed

Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum/ Sustrans

Mike Dennison

Interview
completed

Scottish Natural Heritage

Jimmy Hyslop

Interview
completed

6.1 Development Plans
Strategic Stakeholders identified some of the main development plans for the Canal over the
coming ten years.

6.1.1 Destinations
The study area has been the subject of a number of major destination developments in
recent years, including the Falkirk Wheel and the Kelpies/ Helix. Further developments are
planned within the coming years. Scottish Canals identified in its Corporate Plan the need to
develop Glasgow-Krikintilloch-Falkirk-Edinburgh as major hub destinations.

Glasgow
Scottish Canals indicated that Glasgow will be a major focus of their destination
development over the coming years, including:




The Bowling Basin Regeneration Project; and
The Glasgow Big Man;
Theatre Quarter;

The Bowling Basin regeneration may be a short term opportunity for Canal by Bike. The
project aims to develop the Basin as a major tourism and active travel hub, with £750,000
funding earmarked. In a chance conversation with the project manager, there is funding
available this financial year for project development.
The Big Man is the development of an iconic bridge at the Stockingfield junction.
The overall approach of Scottish Canals is to develop ‘hotspots’ of activity that draws people
onto the Canal network.

Kirkintilloch Town Centre
The Kirkintilloch Masterplan includes major upgrades to the Kirkintilloch High Street (refer to
East Dunbartonshire projects in Table 6.2). This features significant public realm and canal
connection improvements.

Active Travel Hubs
Two Active Travel Hub projects are currently subject to funding applications as part of the
Scottish Government/ ERDF Low Carbon Travel and Transport Hubs:


Forth Environment Link’s Falkirk Hub; and
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Freewheel North’s Whitehouse destination at Maryhill Locks

Other destinations
Scottish Canals’ method with destinations is to intervene where there is a market failure:




the public facilities at Kirkintilloch Basin will be upgraded
Bridge 49 http://www.bridge49.co.uk/ - moorings upgrade
Auchinstarry Marina upgrade and sensory garden development

6.1.2 Cycle route upgrades
Towpath
Scottish Canals, in partnership with Sustrans and local authorities, has recently resurfaced
and lit significant stretches of the Forth and Clyde Canal.
The primary focus of future improvements is twofold:




Dealing with specific barriers, such as chicanes or on-road sections that limit the
passage of groups, family cycles and tandems (eg between the Kelpies and Falkirk
Wheel); and
Improving connections to communities.

Along with directional signing deficiencies, these are two areas identified by stakeholders as
significant weaknesses in the current network. Scottish Canals has indicated its willingness
to work with Canal by Bike and local partners to develop a set of proposals to address these
gaps.

Canal connections and nearby route development
Engagement with Community Links officers identified the projects in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 – Community Links and NCN projects with funding
Ref

Area
West
Dunbartonshire

Project




1



Yoker station to NCN 7 design – this year WDC are
looking at designing a cycle link from Yoker train
station to the NCN 7
Clydebank to NCN 7 design - this year WDC are
looking at designing a cycle link from Clydebank train
station to the NCN 7
Alexandria to NCN 7 design - this year WDC are
looking at designing a cycle link from Alexandria train
station to the NCN 7
Connecting Clydebank – this is an ongoing project that
is changing the A814 in Clydebank that has a
connection to the NCN 7
Balloch Street Design – this is a street design project
at Balloch that will have a connection to the NCN 7
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2


3

Design and build of a cycle route to connect
Knightswood Park to the canal and the NCN 754.
Segregated cycle path along the canal at Port Dundas,
(North Canal Bank Street). This is not directly on the
NCN 754 but it does feed in to it and into the NCN
756.
Scottish Canals indicated a desire to connect the Canal
with Glasgow’s Theatre Quarter

East
Dunbartonshire




Cowgate street design project in Kirkintilloch
Designs for Townhead, Kirkintilloch. This is not directly
on the NCN 754 but it passes under Cowgate where
town can be accessed via the NCN.

Falkirk



Bridge over the River Carron: on a traffic free route
which eventually links in to NCN754. The project
connects four small communities, and links into the
Helix Path network and NCN76.
Camelon Public Park: putting in the ramp which will
create a key link in the path network from Camelon to
the NCN754.
King George V Park: a path through the park which
links into a path over the bridge and onto the
NCN754.
Dalgrain Park: another path through the park which
links into NCN76 and also eventually NCN754 (via the
same traffic free route as the Bridge over River Carron
project).


4




5

North
Lanarkshire

No information provided

6

West Lothian
and further east

No information provided

6.2 Public Transport Connections
Public transport connections were identified by cycle users as a key weakness in planning a
journey (refer to Section 7).

6.2.1 Rail Station improvements
Connections with rail services are critical to onward connections for cycle tourists. Abellio
ScotRail’s franchise proposal included Cycleparks at the following stations relevant to the
study area:






Falkirk High
Polmont
Larbert
Newton
Uddingston
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Linlithgow
Lenzie

The study has not identified any proposals for improved route connections between rail
stations and the Canal.

6.2.2 Public Bike Share
The pricing and equipment of the Scotrail Abellio Bike&Go scheme is primarily aimed at
regular commuting users rather than leisure users. However the scheme has been
introduced at Falkirk High Rail Station, usable for trips to the Falkirk Wheel and the NCN754.
The inflexibility of the pricing and docking system however, means that it is unlikely to be a
driver of tourism trips.
Next Bike Glasgow continues to grow and has short term growth plans for Edinburgh. The
Falkirk Active Travel Hub proposals (funding announcement due in May 2017) include the
introduction of a Falkirk Bike Share scheme, starting with 10-20 stations and up to 100 bikes.
Flexible pricing and docking procedures, similar to the Next Bike model would help to
connect the Canal to Falkirk town centre and onward public transport.

6.2.3 Bus Services and bespoke cycle rescue
The study has not identified any flexible bicycle carriage system on local buses planned.
The ScotRail Cycle Rescue service connects ticket holders, free of charge to either a
destination for the day or to the nearest ScotRail station in the event of a breakdown.

6.3 Partnership Opportunities
Key stakeholder were asked to what extent they could partner on the project, in particular
their delivery role on a potential Steering Group. The contributions are summarised in Table
6.4.

Table 6.4 Strategic partnership opportunities
Ref

Strategic
Stakeholder
Scottish Canals

Partnership opportunity



1


2

Visit Scotland



Infrastructure: Canal by Bike could help act as a
vehicle to develop its Lowland Canal Towpath
Strategy, with a particular focus on improving
community connections and removing barriers.
Consistency and quality of signing is also an issue.
Promotion: Richard Millar indicated that Scottish
Canals could host a micro-site within the Scottish
Canals website and take on responsibility for the
development of an App.
Staff resources: Any responsibilities arising from Canal
by Bike would need to secure funding. However
should funding be secured for staff, Scottish Canals
can manage them.
Promotion: VS can act as a strategic partner to advice
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on target markets, strategic promotion and funding
opportunities. However they would not get involved
as a delivery partner.
VS recommended engaging with the Tourism DMOs as
a vehicle to unlock local tourism development funds



3

Sustrans
National Cycle
Network
Manager and
Community Links
officers



See above

4

Sustrans
Business
Development
Cycling Scotland



Cycling Scotland can partner on community
development activities through its Cycle Friendly
initiatives with communities and employers, drawing
in Active Travel funding

Transport
Scotland



Start-up funding - Transport Scotland is interested in
the Active Travel aspect of the project and is
interested in the opportunity to provide grant funding
as it has done with the Stirling Cycle Hub.

Scottish Cycle
Tourism Forum



The Forum does not have the resources to provide
support, however Mike Dennison can act as an
advisor through Sustrans (see above)

Scottish Natural
Heritage



SNH has a combined capital and revenue grant from
the Scottish Government. Budget priorities are
developed year-on-year and Canal by Bike could be a
put forward as a funded project



5

6

7

8

NCN development – Sustrans can act as a partner on
infrastructure development
Sustrans would be well placed to lend its cycle tourism
development learning from the Caledonia Way and
Mike Dennison is willing to act as a non-active
Steering Group member to advise on the project.

In addition to these strategic partners, the opportunities to develop business partnerships
was discussed. The conclusion from most stakeholders was that this was a slower
development opportunity and further work is required to engage with businesses carefully.
Mike Dennison of Sustrans is willing to advise on this, and Visit Scotland suggested the most
effective route may be through the local Area Tourism Partnerships (otherwise known as
Development Management Organisations or DMOs).

6.4 Funding Opportunities
A list of potential funding opportunities is identified in Appendix B.

6.5 Key Headlines for Canal by Bike


Stakeholders recommended identifying a project co-ordinator to develop the
governance structure, the market intelligence and branded product and to develop
capital and revenue funding applications;
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Stakeholders were willing to engage as delivery Steering partners;
A focus of some contributions was the need to concentrate on the cultivation of the
central belt market, particularly day trips and destination add-ons;
Engaging with businesses may be best at a strategic level through Area Tourism
Partnerships; and
Focussing on existing strong activities, particularly complementing the ‘destination
hotspots’ was recommended as a key opportunity.
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7 Demand from Users, Communities and Businesses
The principal outputs from the user intercept surveys, and engagement with community
partners and businesses are summarised here. The full Engagement Report is provided to
the client as a separate output.

7.1 Users
Two Canal user route intercept surveys were conducted:




A qualitative data collection survey conducted with 13 general Canal users at The
Falkirk Wheel on 1st April 2017. Users were asked to complete postcards to
encourage creative thoughts and ideas; and
An interview conducted with 22 Canal cyclists adjacent to The Stables bar and Craft
Daft on a Raft, between Bishopbriggs and Kirkintilloch on 31st May 2017.

The findings of each survey is summarised in this section.

7.1.1 Qualitative Intercept
Insights from Falkirk Wheel qualitative surveys have been structured under the emerging
themes of;




Events, activities and active travel on the canal;
Routes, heritage and attractions, along and around the canal; and
Amenities and interpretation on the canal.

Events, activities and active travel on the canal:



Five out of 13 people we engaged had cycled that day. The remainder had driven to
the canal.
One person suggested there should be more taxi ranks at key attractions as a means
of accessing these sites.

Routes, heritage and attractions, along and around the canal:







The majority of visitors had only come to see The Falkirk Wheel that day. They did
not have an explicit intention to investigate further along the canal and did not
indicate an awareness of the wider opportunities.
One respondent identified that connections between sites and activities should be
better highlighted.
Several Canal users suggested that there should also be better links between the
canal and other further afield heritage sites.
Some of the non-cyclists we spoke to felt that their use and enjoyment of the canal
was threatened by any initiative which increases the number of cyclists; and
Several people highlighted that the waterway itself is an extremely underused
resource.
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Amenities and interpretation on the canal



People felt there is a lack of amenities such as benches and bins. One member of the
public also indicated a need for food stands at key attractions; and
Many of the participants spoke about the natural beauty of the canal and associated
environment. Overall, members of the public spoke favourably of the upkeep and
maintenance of the canal itself.

7.1.2 Interview Intercept
Cyclists were stopped on the Canal to ask their unprompted opinions on the experience and
their priorities for improvement on the following topics:







Demographics and group characteristics
Trip purpose and length
Physical improvements
Service improvements
Information improvements
Priorities to encourage an overnight stay

The full data report is provided separately to CSGNT.

Demographics and group characteristics
The age and gender of the lead respondent was estimated by the interviewer. This is not
necessarily representative of the wider group or canal users in general, however almost 60%
of respondents were between 25 and 44, just under 20% between 55 and 64, with the
remaining categories represented by less than 10% of users. Under 16s were not
interviewed. There was an even gender split. All interviewees originated from a Central Belt
home address, as illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Distribution of respondents’ home addresses
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Figure 7.2 Employment status

Figure 7.3 Group type
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Eight respondents were cycling alone, 8 in a group of two and the remaining six in a group of
3 or more.

Figure 7.4 Group size
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Trip purpose and length
The dominant reason for the trip was for cycling leisure, with only two respondents
indicating another purpose. However many of the users were stopping at The Stables, Craft
Daft on a Raft or Nonna’s Kitchen as part of the cycle leisure trip.

Figure 7.5 Trip purpose

Just one user indicated that they were undertaking a two day trip. Their overnight
accommodation was at a friend’s house, with whom he was riding, in Kirkintilloch. The
estimated trip lengths reported are illustrated in Figure 7.6. Even family groups were
reporting distances of over 20km, demonstrating the ease of cycling on the Canal.

Figure 7.6 Estimated Trip Length
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Just under 70% of respondents made the same trip at least monthly.

Figure 7.7 Frequency of making this trip

When asked the main reason for deciding to cycle on the Canal towpath as opposed to
anywhere else, the most popular response was because it was traffic free.
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Figure 7.8 Reason for cycling alongside the Canal as opposed to anywhere else
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Physical improvements
Safe and accessible routes on and off the towpath to access home destinations and nearby
attractions was the most popular response amongst users who could be described as
infrequent or casual cyclists. Amongst more regular and sports cyclists, while the overall
condition of the towpath was complemented, one or two rough sections were flagged as
problematic. The popular ‘other’ responses were mini-destinations for families, for example
places to buy ice cream adjacent to picnic places, cafes and playparks, bins to encourage dog
owners to dispose of dog mess and improvements to the safety of underbridges (surface and
visibility).

Figure 7.9 What physical improvements would make this trip better?
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Service improvements
When asked about the service improvements to make their trips better, users favoured
access to toilets (particularly for families) and more cycle-friendly places to eat and drink.
Some users highlighted that many of the coffee and sandwich stops (eg Lambhill) were
closed on the bank holiday Monday that the survey was undertaken. One user highlighted
that cafes and bars should make themselves more obviously welcoming for cyclists (Lock 27
was highlighted as an example of a very unwelcome location with ‘aggressive’ signs rather
than welcoming ones).

Figure 7.10 What service improvements would make this trip better?

Information improvements
Users were asked their opinions about the quality of information both in pre-planning the
trip and during the trip itself. Several users indicated that they knew the route well and did
not need further information, however most of them cited a situation where people they
know had got lost. For those who knew the route less well, many use the Sustrans online
NCN maps to plan their route. However this tended to be reported by people who already
knew about that facility. Over 30% of people would like to have a dedicated website to plan
their journey.
50% of people wanted better signing and reported specific deficiencies in the signing,
particularly to access the Canal, but also to provide more certainty on route with repeater
signs, timings and distances. One respondent liked the NCN stickers because they could not
be turned around by vandals.
During the trip itself, people would like more route information, with a mobile app being the
more popular format over a printed map (although children tended to prefer a printed map).
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Figure 7.11 What information improvements would make this trip better?

Priorities to encourage an overnight stay
Users would ask if they would consider an overnight cycle trip on the Canal, and if they
would what would encourage them. Only one responded reported that he would not
consider an overnight stay. Two reported that they would have adapted their plans for the
weekend if they had known a two day trip on the Canal was an option.
The following priorities were reported:










A range of flexible accommodation prices and types, from cheap to mid-range,
including campsites, bothies and bunkhouses, converted canal boats and cyclefriendly B&Bs and hotels;
Interesting accommodation services that can be an attraction in themselves;
Inexpensive family-friendly accommodation is important for those with young
children;
Luggage transfer services;
More connected cycle-friendly eating places;
Group rides or organised tours for those riding alone;
One elderly gentleman suggested electric charging points for his E-Bike; and
More fun and interesting places on route.

The inflexibility and uncertainty of rail travel was identified as a barrier, particularly for
family groups who may need ‘bail out’ options.
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Figure 7.12 What would encourage you to make longer or overnight cycle trips on the
Canal?

7.2 Community Partners and Businesses
Community Partner and local business contributions were received from two workshops and
in some cases follow-up contributions from businesses, face-to-face or via a short online
survey. The full findings are reported in the Community Partners and Businesses
Engagement Report. They are summarised here as:



Gaps and weaknesses; and
Proposals for improvement:

7.3 Gaps and weaknesses
The key gaps in provision identified were:




Poor physical connections to communities and public transport providers;
Inconsistent and confusing signing making it difficult to navigate on and off the
canal;
A lack of flexible and affordable event and business space for partners to use;
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Clear under-use of the Canal itself;
A lack of links with and development of local attractions, even those very close to
the Canal;
The canal towpath is very narrow in places and this can lead to conflict with other
users;
Interpretive information is very inconsistent and cluttered; and
There are numerous duplicating efforts by infrastructure bodies, community
partners and businesses. This leaves gaps in provision as well as duplications.
Examples include
o Businesses targeting similar markets with different services but not sharing
knowledge and resources,
o A lack of clarity on the bike hire options available, even amongst providers,
o Major destinations unaware of the local B&B that provides for walkers and
cyclists,
o interpretive signing that is not consistent and outdated, confusing direction
signing and gaps between the Canal and the street network. Co-ordination
of effort is a clear gap.

7.4 Proposals for improvement
The multi-use and multi-activity nature of the Canal came across strongly from stakeholders.

7.4.1 Infrastructure
Improvements that were reported as priorities were:








Better links on and off the Canal;
Removal of barriers such as chicanes, missing links and poor signing;
More destinations and to interrupt the ‘featureless’ stretches of canal with small
scale or mini-destinations such as artwork and interpretive information in rural
locations;
Making use of the canal itself: Operate a moveable canal barge as a Hub. This could
provide a flexible space accommodating to the needs of different community groups
and businesses. It would allow easy distribution of further promotional materials
pertaining to active travel and other destinations off the canal. This could of course
be intrinsically linked with the bike hire idea, as what better way to get bikes to
where people need them than by transporting them to water. It could also provide
ad hoc toilet, changing or food facilities, at different locations.
Think about barges as a quick and easy way to operate seasonal businesses, like
Canal Daft on a Raft. Positioning flexible businesses at key hubs that complemnent
static businesses;

7.4.2 Promotion and events
Promotional elements of the project that stakeholders felt were important were:
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Inclusive events that can be enjoyed by cyclists but don’t neglect other members of
the public;
Help to develop businesses understanding of the market;
Latch onto the Scottish Canals concept of ‘Canal by boat, bike and boot’
Improved and consistent interpretation and heritage signage that can be enjoyed by
all;
There is a strong demand for community groups to have more spaces on the canal to
run events. Helping to offer this would in turn provide increased activity by the
water and more “stopping points” for cyclists;
Better awareness and provision of bike hire. CbB could, and should, work closely
with organisations already providing bike hire to make sure people using the canal
know how and where to access this;
A printed map, with paid advertising space, that all the businesses could distribute.
This creates a cohesive brand across all businesses actively engaged in promoting
tourism along TF&CC;
In the long term a digital application could be built around specific stand-alone
purposes: it could be to get community groups sharing stories around the canal. It
could be directing tourists to locations just off the canal. It could be specifically
focussed around the heritage seen from the towpath itself. Or it could even just
offer a place for people to manage interactions and for people to build a network
around the canal; and
A marketing strategy promoting shared usage of the canal and appropriate shared
path behaviour.

7.4.3 Business, services and community links
The importance of including businesses in the development of the project was a key priority:











Link existing businesses better so that referrals are easier;
Connectivity between community groups and the services they provide is another
area that CbB could focus on that would ultimately help to improve the overall canal
user experience. They could do this quite simply, through facilitating appropriate
community networking meetings, to ensure people are collaborating and
exchanging knowledge where required. The Active Travel or Cycle Hub concept is
now established;
More accessible and more flexible bike hire for a range of journey types;
Build a digital service, where community groups could add projects they are working
on to a centralised calendar or database. This sort of information would then lend
itself well to being translated into usable public facing information.
Formalised networking events;
A flyer exchange service. It should be noted that these should be held external to
any of the larger stakeholders such as Scottish Canals for example), so that the
businesses are engaging with each other in a common like for like environment;
CbB could propose a specific Business Improvement District (BID) across the canal
which required a membership fee to be paid for example. This in the long run would
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make sense as it would offer some sustainability to the CbB initiative. If all these
businesses were working together harmoniously, building on each others’
momentum and cross promoting their activities, they would all benefit. Most of all,
any tourists in the area would see significant benefits in the improved provisions of
quality goods and services and their awareness of them.

7.5 Headline Priorities
There is enthusiasm amongst community partners and businesses, and demand from users
for infrastructure, services and information that will result in more and longer cycle trips on
the Canal.
The analysis of user opinions highlights that there is demand for:







Cycling as a way to draw destination visitors further along the Canal;
Better physical connections to and from the Canal to permit independent cycle trips;
More cycle-friendly and family-friendly destinations and services to enhance the
experience;
Signing improvements and a website and mobile app to aid navigation and planning;
and
A range of flexible and inexpensive accommodation services to cater for all needs;
Certainty of return rail travel, particularly for large groups.

Furthermore, there is enthusiasm amongst existing Canal cyclists for longer and overnight
stays providing that information and services make it clear that what is on offer is interesting
and easily accessible. It should be noted that all respondents in our survey originated from
a Central Belt home.
Community partners identified the following priorities:







Flexible bike hire to members of the public to get them exploring the canal actively
Flexible, moveable facilities such as barge cafes, accommodation and bike services;
Upgraded route infrastructure into communities and destinations to improve access;
More coherent interpretive and directional signing;
Connectivity between community groups and the services they provide; and
A digital service for community networking.

Businesses identified the following priorities:





Improve connectivity between businesses, perhaps with formalised networks and
networking events;
A printed and branded promotional map;
Promotion of all active modes jointly - paddle boarding, Segway, cycling, canoeing,
walking etc; and
Further market research prior to the development of digital content such as a
website and App.
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8 Facilities Recommendations
A review of existing user facilities was conducted on the Canal towpath. The scope of this
was to gather a strategic-level overview of the quantity and consistency of facility provision
in order to inform the cost of improvements. While the focus of the review remained on this
task, the opportunity was taken to capture additional data that may prove useful to the
client as the project develops beyond this study. This Section outlines the:




Asset Capture Methodology;
Frequency of and gaps in facilities; and
Quality of provision.

8.1 Asset Capture Methodology
To establish a database of specific user facilities on the Forth and Clyde Canal, an asset
capture survey was undertaken from Bowling Harbour to River Carron at its confluence with
the River Forth estuary (North Shore Road). The survey was undertaken over three days of
site visits using hand-held GPS technology. The survey route is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (blue
line). Although the study area is the KVF LEADER area, user facilities for the full length of the
blue line were captured.
Each asset was given identifiers, including a Unique ID, grid reference and a photo. Two
levels of categorisation were then applied to each asset:
1. The type of facility by user category; and
2. Whether it is a standalone asset or details of any business association (for example
toilets in a café).
Where further clarity is required the technicians were encouraged to add further comment.
This was typically used to clarify the type of facility (for example where a shelter is actually a
bridge was a common one). The categorisation of assets is detailed in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1 Asset categorisation

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

OBJECT TYPE
Unique ID
Grid Reference
PHOTO LINK

POINT
e.g AB12345
EASTING/NORTHING - 6 DIGIT
HYPERLINK PATH
REST - AREA
REST – SEATING
INFO POINT – INTERPRETIVE
INFO POINT – SIGNPOST
SHELTER
TOILETS
BIKE STORAGE
SECURE BAGGAGE STORAGE

TYPE OF FACILITY
(first level categorisation)

ASSET TYPE COMMENTS

BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
(second level
categorisation)

BUSINESS NAME
BUS COMMENTS

FREETEXT ( 100)
STANDALONE ASSET
(B) - VISITOR ATTRACTION
(B) – ACCOMMODATION
(B) - PLACE TO EAT / DRINK
(B) - BIKE HIRE / MAINTENANCE
(B) – RETAIL
OTHER (COMMENTS)
FREETEXT ( 100)
FREETEXT ( 100)

8.1.1 Data outputs
A full set of Geographical Information System (GIS files) was produced, including:







Site photo for each asset (289 items).
Route + Path items in Shapefile Format
Route + Path items in Database Format
Route + Path items in Tab Format
Route + Path items in KMZ Format
MS Excel asset database

8.1.2 Data Analysis
The facility information was analysed to identify the:



Frequency of facilities;
Key gaps quality and distribution of provision.
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For the purpose of this study, analytical outputs are presented using a Google My Maps
license26.
Beyond this commission GIS output will prove to be a useful tool for managing and
documenting asset upgrades and as a starting point for the public-facing web and App
visuals as the project develops. As a live tool, further asset detail and neighbouring sections
of the canal network can be added easily and quickly as the Canal by Bike project develops.
It is anticipated that the client will use offline GIS software to create this more permanent
analysis going forward.

26

To assist CSGNT with Feasibility presentations, Plan for Bikes can host the shared online
outputs for an agreed period of not longer than 3 months following project completion. The
client will confirm if this is required
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8.2 Frequency and distribution
The frequency of provision of user facilities is summarised in Table 8.2. The distribution of
user facilities along the Canal is illustrated in map form in Appendix C.

Table 8.2 Frequency of facilities
Facility

Number

Frequency
km per
item

Notes

REST - AREA

28

2

Areas are considered to be something
akin to a picnic area that may also have a
bin, a number of benches or seats and
perhaps a destination point or attraction.

REST – SEATING

59

1

Seating is a standalone bench or seat.

INFO POINT –
INTERPRETIVE

52

1

Interpretive boards detail information of
local interest to visitors

0.5

The scope of the study did not allow a full
sign plate data capture exercise.
Technicians were briefed to record only
direction sign posts at towpath junctions
with other paths or at destination turnoffs.

3

No bespoke user shelters were identified.
All shelters identified were bridges over
the Canal.

INFO POINT –
SIGNPOST
(DIRECTIONAL)

SHELTER

124

17

TOILETS

4 (3
locations)

19

Four toilet facilities were identified.
However the location of these facilities
suggests that they are associated with the
following attractions (Clydebank shopping
centre (1); Falkirk Wheel (2); and Kelpies
(1). However it is likely that places to eat
would also have available toilet facilities.

BIKE STORAGE

9 (5
locations)

12

The only bike storage facilities identified
are hoop-style uncovered parking

0

n/a

No secure baggage storage facilities were
recorded.

SECURE
BAGGAGE STORAGE

8.3 Key Gaps in quality and distribution of provision
As well as identifying the overall number and frequency of facilities, the study identified the
lengths of towpath where there were clear gaps in provision. The gaps are defined as:



Inconsistency of branding and style;
Poor quality, poorly maintained or out of date assets; and
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Stretches of the Canal towpath with provision significantly lower than average or
that does not represent good practice.

8.3.1 Rest – areas and seating
All opportunities for users to rest were captured and split into the two categories of rest
areas and standalone seating.

Rest – Seating
Rest – Area
There was a very good spread and provision of seating along the route. However a number
of key gaps were identified:







Variable quality of provision;
No consistency of branding and style;
Poor maintenance resulting in unattractive rest opportunities;
8km gap in rest areas between Balmore Road (near Possil Marsh) and The Stables,
Kirkintilloch);
15km gap in rest areas between Auchinstarry Marina and the Falkirk Wheel; and
9km gap in any rest seating or area between Wyndford Road, Cumbernauld and the
Falkirk Wheel.

It is recommended that a full review of seating quality and branding is conducted,
along with the opportunity taken to fill key distribution gaps in conjunction with
the ‘mini-destinations’ opportunity (refer to Section 2.4.1).

8.3.2 Information Points - Interpretive and signposts
There is a broad range of cultural, historical and route interpretation and direction
information and branding, with 176 assets identified.
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Information – signpost (directional)

The following key gaps were identified:








Interpretive information is often out of date or in poor condition
The branding and messaging is inconsistent, with multiple ownership of bespoke
projects resulting in a cluttered feel;
The opportunities to develop interpretive information on both local interest and
overall navigation, for example at bridge underpasses and similar natural stopping
points is not always taken;
Direction signing is not obvious and there is no clear destination hierarchy;
Key assets such as the Antonine Wall forts are not obvious; and
The welcome and facilities available to people at settlements is not clear from the
quality of the signing.

Scottish Canals is developing a directional signing strategy for the Canal network. It
is recommended that Scottish Canals’ ‘Canal by Boat, Boot and Bike’ brand is rolled
out to ensure consistency along the study area and across modes. This should
include the development of consistent distance and timing information, coordinated with other forms of information provision.
It is recommended that all interpretive information is reviewed and planned
strategically to ensure consistency of style and branding and in conjunction with
the ‘mini-destinations’ opportunity.

8.3.3 Shelter
No bespoke user shelters were identified on the towpath. The asset capture exercise
identified bridges as an opportunity for people to shelter from inclement weather, however
it is likely that some nearby businesses and other buildings would offer opportunities.
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Shelter

The following key gaps were identified:






Bridges are predominantly poorly lit and unwelcoming, particularly in secluded
areas;
8km gap in shelter provision between Bowling Harbour and Duntreath Avenue,
Knightswood;
9km gap in shelter provision between Kirkintilloch and Auchinstarry Marina;
8km gap in shelter provision between Auchinstarry Marina and the M80 bridge at
Banknock; and
7km gap in shelter provision between the M80 bridge at Banknock and the Falkirk
Wheel.

It is recommended that the opportunity to introduce environmental improvements
such as lighting, artwork and interpretive information should be considered at
bridges to create welcoming shelter opportunities. Key distribution gaps can be
filled with bespoke user shelters.

8.3.4 Toilets

Toilet – Falkirk Wheel

Toilet – Kelpies Visitor Centre

The only toilet facilities identified were part of existing visitor attractions. While it is
recognized that other businesses, particularly cafes and restaurants, the would offer toilet
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facilities, these were not clear from the towpath as being available for the public. The
following gaps is based on the identified assets;





43km gap in obvious public toilet access between Clydebank and The Falkirk Wheel;
No clear signing for toilets by businesses;
No obvious toilet provision after businesses are closed;
No clear baby change facilities signed.

It is recommended that the provision of toilet facilities along the full route is
identified, with provision introduced a minimum of every 5km. The opportunity for
businesses to provide facilities such as baby change, drinking water and public
toilet access should be examined, along with the introduction of toilet access after
closing, within daylight hours.

8.3.5 Bike Storage

Uncovered cycle hoops – Lambhill Stables

Uncovered ‘toast rack’ - Kelpies

Cycle parking provision is on the whole very poor. The key gaps are:






No covered or lockable cycle parking anywhere on the route;
Only 8 parking facilities in all;
Only 5 parking ‘destinations’, one every 12km on average;
Varied quality and level of natural security; and
Parking not necessarily always at the most obvious location.

There is a strong opportunity to introduce branded, upgraded, secure and covered
cycle parking at every business and destination on the route and to liaise with
businesses to identify locations and lockable solutions.

8.3.6 Secure baggage storage
There is no secure baggage storage facility on the route.
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There is a strong opportunity to introduce branded baggage storage facilities at key
destinations to allow visitors to linger knowing that their baggage is secure. This
type of facility could be a combined bike/ baggage store to avoid having to unload
panniers.

8.4 Other Facilities and Services
A number of other facilities and services were identified during the engagement process.
These are identified in this section.

8.4.1 Mini-destinations
Users and community partners identified that a number of sections of the Canal felt isolated
or lacking in interesting features. In the absence of features on some sections, it is difficult to
know where you are as a user. One solution to this could be the development of minidestinations between existing destinations. These destinations could include facilities such
as:







Rest areas with seating and picnic benches;
Interpretive information;
Natural features to encourage the cultivation of plant and animal life
Self-service bike maintenance facilities with a bike pump, tools and possibly drinking
water;
Real time cycle counter displays; and
Bins.

It is recommended that mini-destinations between existing major destinations are
developed in conjunction with the individual facility proposals to provide stopping
opportunities for users and to reinforce the brand.

8.4.2 Flexible, seasonal business locations
Several stakeholders identified the potential to develop a flexible range of seasonal business
locations. This could be delivered by:




The use installation of additional single moorings, similar to Craft Daft on a Raft;
The provision of simple low maintenance accommodation, similar to the Laggan
Locks bothies; and
Providing small towpath-side spaces for pop-up shops and stalls.

These opportunities should be pursued with Scottish Canals, Scottish Enterprise and the
local Area Tourism Partnerships in the first instance. A business case for specific locations
will be required.
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It is recommended that a business case for flexible seasonal business
opportunities, such as for accommodation, eating and bike facilities, is pursued in
discussion with Scottish Canals and local Area Tourism Partnerships.

8.4.3 Attractive access routes
Sustrans, Scottish Canals and local authorities have been successful in delivering towpath
upgrades such that the Forth and Clyde and Union Canal towpaths are fully hard-bound
surfaces between Bowling and Edinburgh, and from the Falkirk Wheel to the Kelpies. In
addition, links from the towpaths to local communities are being progressed using
Community Links grants. However the absence of links deep into communities is identified
as a key weakness in the current route infrastructure.

It is recommended that a full review of the opportunities to link communities and
public transport stations with the Canal is conducted with Scottish Canals to map
out and prioritise the short and long term opportunities.

8.4.4 Cycle Hire
A number of businesses operate private cycle hire and at Falkirk High Sation (ScotRail Bike
and Go). Our asset capture exercise identified just two locations however, at Bowling
Harbour and Auchinstarry Marina. This demonstrates the lack of options and the lack of
associated promotion and availability. Their location in relation to tourist attractions is
identified in Appendix C (C.8).
The absence of flexible hire (timings, prices, one-way transfers) was identified by
stakeholders as a key weakness, particularly to encourage cycling as an ‘add-on’ activity to a
destination trip and to get people from rail stations to the Canal.

It is recommended that flexible cycle hire options are provided at access points
from the public transport network and at major destinations such as Kirkintilloch,
The Falkirk Wheel and The Kelpies. The opportunity to support the development of
these services as profit-making commercial enterprises should be investigated with
Scottish Canals, Scottish Enterprise, Cycling Scotland and local stakeholders such as
the Area Tourism Partnerships, existing local providers and tourism businesses.

8.4.5 Luggage transfer and cycle rescue
A luggage transfer service opens up longer bike trips to people who lack the confidence or
equipment to travel with luggage.
ScotRail operates a cycle rescue service. Ticket-holding rail customers who suffer a bike
breakdown can call a freephone number and ScotRail arranges transport to the customer’s
destination for the day or to the nearest ScotRail station. This service could be extended to
Canal users more widely, even those without a valid rail ticket.
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It is recommended that opportunities to provide luggage transfer and cycle rescue
services are investigated with tourism businesses, bike hire providers and ScotRail.

8.5 Summary of Facility Recommendations
This Section of the Report details the current gaps in provision and makes recommendations
for the physical infrastructure required to address these. The study found that to develop an
attractive product, cycle tourists require infrastructure that performs three roles:




Major destinations that act as drivers of cycle tourism growth;
Access infrastructure that increases the catchment of the main route; and
Mini-destinations and facilities that add value to the cycle tourism experience.

The interventions presented are conceptual ideas that should be debated and developed in
further detail with strategic delivery partners.
These recommendations are taken forward to prepare a cost estimate in Section 6.
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9 Marketing Strategy concepts
A high level consideration of a marketing strategy has been prepared as part of this study.
The purpose of this is to develop the basis of a brief to commission a full marketing strategy
and for selling the concept to businesses. This is structured around the 7Ps, of the marketing
mix:








Product – what Canal by Bike is selling;
People – who the cycle tourism target markets are and the key providers;
Price – what people pay for the experiences;
Place – how and where visitors access information to know about Canal by Bike
Promotion – what sort of hooks cycle visitors and tourists respond to;
Process – The business partnerships that need to be developed to deliver Canal by
Bike as a product; and
Physical evidence – how to evaluate the impact.

9.1 Product
This Section considers what it is that Canal by Bike is selling as a product.

9.1.1 Product SWOT Analysis
Based on the engagement with users, community partners, businesses and key stakeholders,
and the data collection exercises in Stages 1 and 2 of the study, a strategic-level summary
SWOT analysis was undertaken. This is summarised in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1 SWOT Analysis Summary
Strengths
 Tranquility – rural experience
 Relaxing and easy – the canal network is predominantly flat, suitable for
all abilities (children, young, old disabled to cycle on)
 Enticing natural and cultural heritage
o ‘Frontier of the Roman Empire’ World Heritage site Antonine Wall
o Access to nature – antidote to towns
o Strong local & industrial heritage identities to build on –
Clydebank/ Falkirk, North Glasgow, Kirkintilloch, Kilsyth, Falkirk,
Grangemouth
 Rail connections
 Regional connections: John Muir Way, National Cycle Route 754

Weaknesses
 Towpath capacity limits the potential for growth
at some locations
 ‘featureless’ sections of Canal – can it compete?
 Unattractive or unsafe community connections
 Incoherent directional signing
 Lack of Canal Businesses co-ordination and
shared goals
 Lack of bespoke services aimed at cycle visitors
 Canal towpath to Edinburgh splits from Carron
Valley to Kelpies.

Opportunities
 Local catchment: 40% of Scottish population
 Strong public sector partners – in particular Scottish Canals, Sustrans, Visit
Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage, Tourism DMOs (particularly Falkirk)
 Strong new destinations: Bowling Harbour, Auchinstarry Marina, Falkirk
Wheel (400k visits pa), Kelpies (350k visits pa) and The Helix
 Extension routes to Bowling; Glasgow, Edinburgh, Loch Lomond, NCN7,
75, 78, 1, 76, Eurovelo 1 & 12
 Range of infrastructure and tourism promotion funding
 Local development projects, including Auchinstarry Marina, Bowling
Harbour, Falkirk Active Travel Hub and THI, Extension of NCN76 to link the
Kelpies, Kirkintilloch Town Centre Masterplan

Threats
 Lack of awareness of economic benefit,
particularly amongst businesses
 Rural development funding threatened by Brexit.
 Perception of ‘cyclists’ as a nuisance –
opposition/ competition for space, particularly at
towpath constraints, with john Muir Way walkers
and fishing
 The level of buy-in from Edinburgh and Glasgow
stakeholders is not known
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9.1.2 Product Vision
From this summary of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, it is possible to
identify a Canal by Bike project Vision to focus strategy development.
The Forth and Clyde Canal* will be the Central Belt destination and
route of choice for relaxed leisure and easy tourism cycling, for day
trips or weekend adventures and to access the Roman, industrial and
natural heritage.
* The scope of this project is to consider the potential in the KVF LEADER area only. The
potential for extension west, and east on the Union Canal to Edinburgh will be pursued with
partners.
This Vision is developed further throughout this Section and can be delivered by focusing on:

9.1.3 Product Segments
Five individual cycle tourism product segments are identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cycle day trips - cycling as the main purpose of a short adventure;
Weekend Adventures – short overnight cycle trips;
Cycling Holidays – longer distance overnight cycle trips;
Destination Plus – cycling as part of a destination visit; and
Holiday cycling – cycling that takes place as part of a broader holiday experience

A more detailed description of product characteristics and user needs is provided in Table
9.2.
Market characteristics associated with these products are considered further in Section 9.2.
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Table 9.2 – Canal by Bike Product Characteristics
Product

Cycle day
trips

Weekend
Adventure

Product Characteristics
Cycling is the main mode of travel, but
possible onward connections by public
transport. Predominantly a one-day
mini-adventure to experience Canal
cycling and access neighbouring
facilities, mini-destinations and
possibly a major end destination.
Cycling is the main mode of travel. A
two-day branded mini-adventure,
possibly taking in Loch Lomond to
Edinburgh; Clyde to Forth; EdinburghGlasgow; Bowling to Kelpies etc . The
visit requires some forward planning,
probably advance accommodation
booking and public transport
connections.

Cycling
holidays

Cycling trips over a number of
overnight stays often covering long
distances within Scotland or
connecting other countries. Travel and
accommodation is normally carefully
planned and booked in advance.
Major places of interest and
experiences along the way are
important characteristics.

Destination
Plus

Visits to a major Canal destination
where a cycle may form part of a visit.
This may be an impulsive decision
while at the destination or be planned
and booked as part of the visit. A
significant proportion of people will
arrive without any equipment.

Holiday
cycling

Product services
Clean environment
Attractive, safe local access
Regular destinations and places of
natural/ historical interest
Good connections to PT and home
Certainty of facilities – safe, &
secure, attractive, easy navigation
and connections)
Emergency bail-out or pick-up
service
Possibly one-way bike hire
Advance information and maps

Advance information and maps
Online booking services
Regular destinations and places of
natural/ historical interest
Flexible accommodation providers
and places to eat
Good connections to public
transport and home

Clean environment
Easy surfaces and gradients
Easy cycling access to the
experience from local
accommodation
Car parking or good walking access
Flexible bike hire for a range of ages
and abilities from accommodation
Cycling as one of a number of activities
or destination
as part of a holiday based locally. The
Friendly, reliable service and advice
cycling may take place directly from an
Regular mini-destinations and
accommodation base or as part of a
places to eat and drink
visit to the Canal. Decisions to cycle
Good, accessible information and
may be planned or impulsive. The
distances
experiences must be easy to access
Emergency bail-out or transfer
and fun for a range of abilities.
service and maintenance support
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9.2 People
This section sets out the cycle tourism target market segments that Canal by Bike should be
seeking to reach in order to grow visitor numbers and expenditure. This summary draws on
the research and engagement reported in the Interim Report and details the characteristics
variables of each group. It is not intended as an in-depth market analysis, but is provided as
the basis for further market research as part of a marketing strategy.

9.2.1 Cycle Tourism Target Markets
The principal cycling target markets identified are:



Cycling visitors; and
People cycling as part of a visit.

Cycling visitors are tourists who arrive with cycling as the dominant focus of the trip. These
can be:




National/ international specialist audiences: cycle users who have experience and
the desire to cycle a specific route or region as opposed to elsewhere. These visitors
will be predominantly on multi-day trips touring along their route, or in some cases
making multiple day cycling trips from a single base; or
Day trippers – who can be specialist domestic cycling audiences or more casual local
cyclists. A branded route can help cultivate this market into more day trips and the
higher value multi-day trips. A further sub-category of the day-trip market is the
growing sportive/ event participants, who may be local people or national visitors.

There is a growing market for people who are looking to undertake a number of activities
during a day visit or as part of a holiday. People cycling as part of a visit are people for
whom cycling is a part of another reason for visiting the Canal. This is further disaggregated
as:



Destination Plus; and
Holiday cycling.

In these cases, the hook is to embed cycling into existing tourism at key locations so that it
becomes an integral part of a visit.
People cycling as part of a visit may be visiting the Canal area for a range of reasons and
choose to cycle as part of a multi-activity visit or simply because the opportunity is
presented.
The characteristics and expectations of these groups is summarised in Table 9.3 and in
Figure 9.1 against the different products identified in Section 9.1.
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Table 9.3 Cycle tourism target market characteristics
Market

Product

Cycle day trips

Cycling
visitors

Weekend
Adventure

Cycling holidays

Destination Plus
People
cycling as
part of a
visit
Holiday cycling

Market Characteristics
People for whom cycling is the main mode of travel, but
who may make onward connections by public transport
or car. Predominantly a one-day mini-adventure to along
the Canal and access neighbouring facilities, minidestinations and possibly an end destination.
Cycling is the main mode of travel. A two-day miniadventure, possibly taking in Loch Lomond to Edinburgh;
Clyde to Forth; Edinburgh-Glasgow; Bowling to Kelpies
etc . The visit requires some forward planning and
probably advance accommodation booking.
Cycling is the main mode of travel, predominantly
accessed by public transport or local connections. These
people are looking for strong destinations and
attractions and varied experiences and landscapes. They
may be interested in combining a trip with local culture
and activities.
Visitors to a major Canal destination who decide to cycle
as part of their visit. This may be an impulsive decision
while at the destination or a planned cycle as part of the
visit. A significant proportion of people will arrive
without any equipment and many will have limited
cycling experience, therefore the safety and ease of the
experience is important.
People who take a holiday based near the Canal who
may consider an easy day leisure cycle as a way to access
Canal destinations and experiences. While some
customers may bring their own equipment, bike hire is
important for most. They will be interested in local
culture, nature and heritage and the safety and ease of
the experience is important.
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Figure 9.1 Canal by Bike Cycle Tourism Target markets and products

Canal by Bike cycle
tourism markets

Cycling visitors

People cycling as
part of a visit

Day Trip

Destination Plus

Weekend
Adventure

Holiday Cycling

Cycling Holiday

9.2.2 Market profiling
The Visit Scotland Visitor Insights Forth & Clyde Canal presentation (provided in Appendix D)
sets out the strategic market segment profiles in the context of Canal trips as a ‘Glasgow
Plus’ package for Glasgow Life. Much of this is relevant to this project. The segments it
identifies are:






Adventure seekers
Food Loving culturalists
Curious travellers
Natural advocates
Engaged sightseers

To this, it is worthwhile adding an additional two categories loosely based on research
carried out by Scottish Canals as part of its Towpath Strategy27 and by Sustrans28 on the
National Cycle Network. For the purpose of this study we have defined these as:

27

Scottish Canals (date not know), Development of the Towpath Strategy presentation
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Canal regulars (local, aged 45-64, median income) who may use the canal for
reasons other than cycling and for whom cycling may open up new destinations
Canal cyclists (local, aged 35-64, median income) who regularly take similar leisure
journeys and may be persuaded to travel further

Table 9.4 indicates the potential responsiveness to the Canal by Bike emerging products and
these segment profiles. A further variable of ‘origin location’ is considered particularly
important to the project development and is included. The correlation provided here may
prove useful for a consultant to conduct deeper market segmentation and profiling
exercises.

Table 9.4 – Cycling target market correlation with market segment profiles
Market

Product
Cycle day
trips

Cycling
visitors

Cycling
as part of
a visit

Origin location
Predominantly
local to the
Canal

Weekend
Adventure

Predominantly
Central Belt

Cycling
holidays

Predominantly
Scotland, also
near neighbours

Destination Predominantly
Plus
Central Belt
Holiday
cycling

Predominantly
Scottish or
wider UK

Mainly appeals to
Semi-confident
adults, Families
Repeat visitors
Families and
groups who
consider
themselves
moderately active.
Confident cyclists
travelling in groups
Groups of family
and friends, older
people visiting a
destination
Families and older
people on holiday
nearby

Market Segments
 Canal regulars
 Canal cyclists
 Natural Advocates





Canal regulars
Canal cyclists
Adventure Seekers
Natural Advocates








Canal cyclists
Adventure Seekers
Natural Advocates
Canal regulars
Engaged sightseers
Food-loving
culturalists



Engaged sightseers

9.2.3 Market Prioritisation
The contributions from the case studies and stakeholders strongly recommend focussing on
easy to reach target markets (low-hanging fruit) to demonstrate impact before aiming for
the harder to reach groups. Some key headlines from the data and stakeholder research
helps to identify who those easy to reach groups are:

28

Sustrans NCN Route User Intercept Surveys, October 2015; and Sustrans (2015) Third
Annual Report
http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/images/files/Scotland%20annual%20report%
202015.pdf
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Cycle tourism on the NCN is demonstrating significant growth (approximately 24%
per annum Scotland-wide), however this growth is not evidenced on the Forth and
Clyde Canal, suggesting significant untapped potential;
Day trips and destination add-on cycle activities demonstrate the biggest potential
for increasing the number of cycle tourists (95% of Falkirk Wheel canal users report
‘leisure’ as the trip purpose);
The use of the Canal grew by around 9% at the Falkirk Wheel between 2011 and
2015 (Sustrans RUIS) to 925,000 trips, but the number of trips by bike remained
stagnant and the mode share dropped to 5%, indicating a lack of opportunity to
cycle at this location;
On the Forth and Clyde Canal as a whole, approximately 40% of trips were by bike.
The potential could be to promote those existing cyclists further along the route for
longer trips;
People with money to spend are using the canals but are not always finding the
services they want. More destinations or mini-destinations would attract more
visitors;
The biggest Canal user origin group is Central Scotland visitors (93% of existing canal
users are Scottish-based)
Canal cycle trips are longer than trips on foot, offering the potential to open more
destinations to customers.
Scottish Canals is pushing commercialisation at Edinburgh (700,000 visits pa), The
Falkirk Wheel (400,000 visits pa), the Helix (350,000 visits pa) and Bowling;

Table 9.5 illustrates the likely short term return on investment using a simple Green (easy,
high quantity), Amber (moderate, medium quantity), Red (hard, low quantity) rating. For
simplicity, the market variable uses is geographical origin, as a proxy for other less significant
market variables.

Table 9.5 - Ease of reaching key target markets
Cycle tourist
type

Cycle
visitors

Cycling as
part of a
visit

Product

Local (Central
belt catchment)

Wider domestic
(Scottish)

International
(incl rest of UK)

Cycle day trips

Easy

Moderate

Hard

Weekend
adventure

Easy

Moderate

Hard

Cycling holidays

Moderate

Hard

Hard

Destination Plus

Easy

Easy

Moderate

Holiday cycling

Easy

Moderate

Hard

This table considers only the ease of reaching the markets and does not consider the value
of each market. The multi-day cycling holiday and international visitor markets are highest
value by spend per visitor, but are harder to reach markets that will require greater strategic
planning and investment to cultivate.
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The value of this table is to assist in developing short and long term priorities for action. It is
recommended that Canal by Bike focusses predominantly on the needs of the local central
belt catchments and on the Destination Plus, Cycle Day Trips, Weekend Adventures and
Holiday Cycling products. The development of a niche Cycling Holiday offer, while of high
value per trip, is unlikely to yield short-term results in numbers.

9.3 Price
A number of headline findings from the study are presented here for consideration within
the market research element of the marketing strategy:




The average spend by Canal users is £30.35;
Day trip cycle tourists spend £15-20 per day per person;
Overnight cycle tourists spend £45-60 per person per day.

There are three clear ways to target expenditure growth from cycle tourism:




Increase cycle use and spend by existing Canal users;
Increase the number of local cycle visitors; and
Focus on the higher value overnight cycle visitors from the wider Scotland, UK and
Europe.

While this may suggest a focus on overnight expenditure, this market segment is much
smaller, at around 7% of Central Belt cycling trips on National Cycle Network. 95% of Scottish
Canal users are Scottish-based. Therefore the biggest potential for short term growth in
expenditure is likely to be to focus on local and Central Belt users and on Place
A summary of how and where people will access information for Canal by Bike is provided in
Table 9.6. This is a high level summary and further analysis is required based on further
market segment profiling.

Table 9.6 – Cycling target market correlation with market segment profiles
Market

Product

Cycle day
trips

Cycling
visitors

Weekend
Adventure

Cycling
holidays

Place
Local destinations and public places
Local businesses
On the canal path
Local news and social media outlets
Bike shops
Rail stations
Local destinations and public places
Local businesses
On the canal path
Local news and social media outlets
Bike shops
Online
Rail stations
Online
Social media - Twitter and Facebook
Weekend travel supplements

Market Segments




Canal regulars
Canal cyclists
Natural Advocates






Canal regulars
Canal cyclists
Adventure Seekers
Natural Advocates





Canal cyclists
Adventure Seekers
Natural Advocates
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Cycling
as part of
a visit

Specialist magazines and websites
Rail stations
At the main destination
In advance at Scottish Canals/
Destination
Destination website
Plus
Central Belt restaurants & other
businesses
Online advance tourism advertising
Accommodation provider website and
Holiday
information in advance or advice on
cycling
arrival
Information at destinations and local
businesses
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Canal regulars
Engaged sightseers
Food-loving
culturalists



Engaged sightseers

9.4 Promotion
The key messaging to ‘hook’ customers should be built around the core strengths of the
Canal, summarised in Table 9.1, and could include:







Impulsive fun at destinations
Days out with the family
Multi-activity experiences
Cultural and heritage experiences
Mini-adventures for families and groups; and
Access to nature

These are presented as high level concepts for further development as part of a marketing
strategy.

9.5 Process
Consideration of the Governance arrangements, including business engagement is
considered further in Section 4. However the following headline recommendations are
provided here:




A full-time project co-ordinator should be appointed;
A Steering Group of strategic stakeholders should be established to oversee and
advise; and
A business engagement strategy should be developed to persuade businesses of the
benefits.

9.6 Physical evidence
In order to evaluate the impact of the project it is recommended that the policy links to the
following areas are considered:


Tourism expenditure growth should be aligned with the Tourism Scotland 2020,
Falkirk Tourism 2020 and Lanarkshire Tourism 2020 targets;
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Economic Impact should be measured using a combination of the STEAM Economic
Impact of Tourism Model and Sustrans Cycle Route Economic Impact Model; and
Demonstrating alignment with the Cycling Action Plan for Scotland and Health
outcomes will help to pull in Active Travel funding.

From our data analysis, there has been a significant volume of work undertaken by Scottish
Canals, Sustrans and Visit Scotland in these areas, however there remain gaps in data
collection, most notably it was not possible to establish consistent analysis of path user
volumes and visitor volumes at many key destinations. A Monitoring an Evaluation Strategy
should be developed in collaboration with potential steering group partners Visit Scotland,
Sustrans and Scottish Canals.
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10 Website and App
Digital and offline marketing content should provide targeted information and drive
behaviour. This study does not provide the detailed analysis required to fully develop
website and App proposals, however the insights that emerged from the engagement
process are presented here.
This Section highlights some of the needs and feedback identified by users, community
partners, businesses and case study interviewees. It considers the content that will drive
behaviour and outlines how the technical requirements may be prioritised.

10.1 User needs
Research and consultation establishes the behaviours we wish to encourage and the
information visitors and potential visitors need. The key messages received from the
research are:











A majority of existing Canal users are:
o destination visitors who will access cycling information as one aspect of their
destination information; or
o Canal towpath users who are predominantly local;
The harder to reach overnight cycle visitors, particularly from other countries exhibit
the highest spend per person per day and are particularly interested in advance
online content and support on route;
Larger business owners were interested in the opportunity of a digital app that
would promote Canal businesses and were very interested in a digital platform for
networking and cross-promotion;
Other business owners understood the benefits of a digital app but were more
familiar with a physical map and leaflets that can be displayed and distributed;
The case studies researched all placed high value on web content to promote the
product and provide pre-planning information
o Loire a Velo reported that the use of its app was high because it is free and
useful for users undertaking trips, particularly for visitors from other parts of
France and Europe (their highest growth sector). The destination and
distance information was reported as being of particular use to add
reassurance to the journey. Loire a Velo would like to develop the app
further as a booking system for accommodation, attractions and meals;
Canal users all had stories about being lost on the Canal or disorientated by the lack
of features, particularly when they were relying on direction signs and on sections
with limited mobile network signal to use Google Maps or similar. Current online
map platforms do not provide sufficient detail of the Canal features.

In conclusion, online content is useful for most of the audiences that Canal by Bike is seeking
to target:
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Cycle visitors will look for door to door advance information in order to forward plan
their journey; and
People cycling as part of a visit are less likely to pre-plan a cycle, however they may
be pushed towards cycling information by planning a destination visit or holiday and
secondly may react to the facilities and promotions they access in arrival.

10.2 Content
User-facing digital content should be aimed at potential visitors:




planning a trip;
promotion of what is on offer; and
needing support on route.

10.2.1 Planning a trip
Best practice examples suggest that the planning information should include:







Interactive mapping to judge distances and timings;
Links to public transport and other useful services such as bike hire and transfers;
Information to plan and pre-book attractions, accommodation and food and drink;
Opportunities for additional activities;
Certainty of route quality, particularly for families and less confident cyclists;
Knowledge of the facilities on offer specifically for cycling.

A longer term aspiration may be to develop content in common international languages.
However it is recommended that the value of this is evidenced more fully before
development.

10.2.2 Promotion
A significant benefit to businesses is to point visitors in the direction of their offer.
Businesses that are members of the Loire a Velo app have the opportunity to link
information to the app. The opportunity for cross-promotion between businesses and across
multiple activities is significant.
Trip advisor content can be appropriately integrated into the main website. Offloading
content to a third party that is good at what it does if often a good idea, freeing up project
resources.

10.2.3 On route
The particular value of the App to users is in its use for tracking progress while on route and
to identify destinations and useful businesses to stop at.

10.3 Technical Delivery
The technical focus should always be on user needs. This should be based on:



Digital features that will encourage use and sharing;
Creating digital projects that have long lives without creeping maintenance costs;
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Guidance on developing digital products as an iterative process;
Technical specifications and resulting time and cost estimates; and
After launch, online and actual behaviour should be tracked and measured. This
data allows content to be further refined and improved and offers proof of value.

10.3.1 Website
The website development should be a priority for Canal by Bike within its marketing
strategy, and should be delivered alongside paper-based promotional maps and leaflets.
Initial discussions with Scottish Canals indicate that hosting a Canal by Bike micro-site within
their website would be possible and this option should be investigated further. Sustrans also
has online NCN mapping that is growing in sophistication with destination and route
information, however it does not have the full functionality or direct cycle tourism
usefulness that is required. Both options require an element of loss of control over content
and form and discussions with both bodies will identify whether this is acceptable.
The website should focus on high quality content that is quick to locate.







Some interesting visual content such as drone footage and professional photography
can be shared across marketing platforms (Twitter, Facebook, youtube etc.) and can
be more effective than using multiple lower quality items;
The costs are higher but this can be offset by constraining the amount of
information provided to users. This in turn has the benefit of increasing
maintainability and reducing long term costs.
It should be mobile friendly (cycling-loire.com is limited in this respect).
It should have accessibility incorporated from the start.

The website will require a content management system. Many developers use Wordpress as
the basis for sites, however all websites require continual security and content maintenance.
An allowance for this has been made in the cost estimate.

10.3.2 Mobile app
The development of a stand-alone mobile application is a secondary priority and should be
developed following further market testing as part of the marketing strategy. The app
should focus more on providing tools that help the cyclist during their trip and encourage
them to visit local attractions and businesses.





It should work offline as there may be areas of the Canal route without a signal;
It should be very focussed - do a couple of things and do them well. By way of
example, the Loire app is overly clunky:
o Points of interest, Routes and Navigation should all be integrated better
o The weather and date are superfluous and will be better done by other
apps.
User location should be a major driver of app content, promoting localised
attractions and businesses.
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Virtual Reality could enhance existing information or encourage more visits via
gamification.

Phone app development should be iterative, meaning key features are developed first and
developed well with more features added when stable - note the Loire app is on version
3.6.0! Hybrid development can be more cost effective than developing native apps for iOS
and Android.

10.3.3 Procurement
It is likely that specialist businesses will be required to develop the website, the app and
other marketing approaches.
In order to properly estimate costs, Canal by Bike will need to develop a technical
specification and guidance in parallel with its Marketing Strategy development.
Both the website and App will require:






Analytics built in
Maintenance
Annual fees for third party services (e.g. map services, hosting, version control)
Content copyright management
Procurement guidance
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11 Governance
11.1 Potential Governance Structure
This section sets out the potential governance structure of the Canal by Bike project. This
draws on the lessons learned from conversations with strategic stakeholders and best
practice identified through the Case Studies.

11.1.1 Project Co-ordinator
It is recommended that a project co-ordinator post is funded at the earliest opportunity. The
responsibilities of this post would be to:





establish a steering group of delivery partners
develop the facilities proposals;
commission a marketing strategy; and
engage with businesses and community partners to validate the proposals and
develop wider stakeholder support and involvement.

Once the proposals are developed in further detail, infrastructure and promotional funding
applications can be progressed by the co-ordinator.
It is recognised that the funding of the LEADER programme is short term and cannot extend
beyond 2019. The LAG sub-group should consider if and how this role can be established and
the management of the post. It may be that the co-ordinator post is a short term position
over the first two years in order to get the project running, after which the ongoing
management and maintenance is incorporated into the everyday responsibilities of partners.
It is also possible that this co-ordinator post would be best placed with Scottish Canals
(something they would consider if it is funded). Consideration must be given as to whether
the focus of the role would be diminished with any additional day-to-day activities. A funded
post in Sustrans (similar to the Caledonia Way marketing may be another option.

11.1.2 Steering Group
The Steering Group should comprise partners directly engaged in delivery, provisionally
suggested as:







CSGNT (potential co-ordinator management)
Scottish Canals (towpath infrastructure and promotional delivery)
Sustrans (strategic oversight of NCN and cycle tourism development)
Visit Scotland (marketing and promotion support)
SNH (potential greenspace, access and funding partner);
Area Tourism Partnerships (Visit Falkirk, Visit Lanarkshire, Visit East Dunbartonshire)
can offer a focal point for business and community partner engagement and local
marketing strategies.
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It is recommended that this arrangement is developed further by the LAG sub-group in
discussion with the proposed partner organisations prior to the completion of this study.
Beyond these key stakeholders, it may be desirable to consider the following:





The role of KVF Leader as a Steering Group partner, ensuring that there is no conflict
of interest as potentially the principal funding body;
Scottish Enterprise has a key role supporting business and may be willing to help
develop some of the business start-up ideas detailed in Section 2.
A Community Partner representative (one or two key respected individuals with a
strategic overview) to represent local beneficiary groups; and
Business leaders (refer to the discussion in Section 4.1.3).

11.1.3 Business Engagement
Engagement with businesses and the community partners should be a key early focus for
development of the project beyond this study.
Businesses identified the following priorities:






A branded Canal product;
Co-ordination and leadership to deliver seamless Canal and Cycling services;
Market intelligence;
Consideration of all towpath users; and
Investment in new experiences and more made of existing attractions, such as the
Antonine Wall and its forts.

However the slow take up of some of our engagement exercises demonstrates the difficulty
of engaging efficiently and effectively with disparate businesses that have limited time to
consider markets that they may have limited awareness of. This difficulty was reported as a
feature of the case studies we researched.
Businesses already pay fees to a range of industry organisations and while there are some
precedents, it is unlikely that this will be a potential source of income in the short term. The
study recommendations focus on demonstrating the benefits of the project to businesses by
offering them what they want and driving increased cycling ‘footfall’ to spend money.
The following recommendations are ideas that could be taken forward as part of the project
to help businesses engage in the idea:





As part of the Marketing Strategy development, work through the Area Tourism
Partnerships to build a clear profile of the businesses in the area and involve them in
the brand development;
From this, a formal network of ‘Canal businesses’ could be overseen by the Area
Tourism Partnerships, that could engage digitally or more formally;
Develop a specific Forth and Clyde Cycle Tourism Business Intelligence document,
similar to that produced nationally by the Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum and from
this study and report progress digitally;
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Encourage sign-ups to the ‘Cyclists Welcome’ quality assurance scheme;
Ensure businesses are advertised on promotional content;
Offer businesses the opportunity to diversify with cycle hire and market training;
Hold some localised cycling events at key locations and involve businesses with
offers and provide free advertising for ‘the most cycle friendly’ to demonstrate the
potential benefits
Deliver small, focussed quick win projects such as the roll out of branded bike
parking, marketing materials and events.

Throughout the process, reporting progress is vital even if the businesses do not initially
engage. They need to know where you are, and working through the established channel of
the Area Tourism Partnerships would be the best way to ensure this.
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12 Indicative cost estimates
This Section sets out the indicative cost estimates to achieve the emerging Canal by Bike
Vision by delivery of:




Facilities identified in Section 8;
Governance arrangements; and
Marketing strategy development and delivery.

Where relevant, examples of the type of facilities are illustrated in Appendix E.

12.1 Headline cost
High level indicative costs have been prepared to identify the scale of the project.




Capital cost of £1.6m
Year One revenue cost of £190,000
Annual revenue cost of £120,000

These costs have been developed in the broadest terms. There will be opportunities to
deliver much of the project within the current work of the partners. For example, Scottish
Canals already runs an excellent user-facing website and is delivering a Towpath Strategy.
Synergies with partners need to be explored in greater depth. However in order to develop
high level costs, these potential synergies have not been considered.
The total project cost identified is summarised in Table 12.1

Table 12.1 – Indicative Canal by Bike cost estimate (excl VAT)
RECOMMENDATION
Rest – areas
Rest - seating
Information - Interpretive
Information – signposts (directional)
Shelter
Toilets
Bike Storage
Secure baggage storage
Mini-destinations
Flexible, seasonal business locations
Attractive access routes
Cycle Hire
Luggage transfer and cycle rescue
Governance
Marketing Strategy - development
Marketing Strategy - delivery
TOTAL PROJECT COST
COST ROUNDED UP (NEAREST 1,000)

CAPITAL * Y1 REVENUE
£ 98,055
£ 130,137
£ 188,760
£ 23,064
£ 121,470
£
£ 112,464
£ 26,070
£ 183,955
£ 54,360
£ 624,000
£ 24,000
£ 12,000
£
71,739
£
50,000
£
60,000
£ 1,598,336 £ 181,739
£ 1,600,000 £ 190,000

ANNUAL REVENUE

£
£
£
£
£

71,739
42,000
113,739
120,000
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* Capital cost estimates include a mid-range Optimism Bias rate of 20% to account for the
difficulty of estimating infrastructure costs at Feasibility stage. It is recommended that the
delivery of infrastructure is phased in over a number of years.

12.2 Facilities pricing assumptions
Costs were developed with reference to suppliers and drawing on the experiences of
stakeholders. This section summarises the assumptions made in preparing the estimate. In
general terms:





Although the study area is the KVF LEADER area, user facilities for the full length of
the asset capture exercise (blue line in Figure 2.1) were analysed and priced.
the specification of each item was the best quality available;
Costs include product purchase and installation (where relevant). Where suppliers
could not specify a product or installation cost, a similar example was sought;
A mid-range Optimism Bias of 20% was applied.

12.2.1 Rest – areas and seating
Replacement and branding of 28 picnic benches and 59 bench seats.

12.2.2 Information Points - Interpretive and signposts



12.2.3



12.2.4


12.2.5




12.2.6


12.2.7



Replacement, consistent styling and branding of 52 Interpretive signs and stands
Replacement and branding of 124 direction sign plates, existing posts retained.

Shelter
Provision of 5 bespoke wooden shelters
Environmental upgrades to 17 underbridge areas

Toilets
Co-ordination of provision with businesses, no capital cost

Bike Storage
2 locations for bike lockers
10 locations for covered cycle parking hoops
50 locations for small-scale uncovered cycle parking

Secure baggage storage
5 locations for luggage lockers

Mini-destinations
A total of 5 mini-destinations is assumed;
The facilities at each is as follows:
o Bench Seats – 5 locations
o Landscaping – 2
o Drinking water taps - 2
o Maintenance stations - 5
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12.2.8






Bothies at one location - similar spec to Laggan Locks
Seasonal pop-up business units - preparatory work at one location
Canal boat business location - Single mooring at one location

Attractive access routes
500m length of path infrastructure on and around Canal access points, priced at
£195 per linear metre (including Optimism Bias);
2km length of path infrastructure on and around streets, priced at £260 per linear
metre (including Optimism Bias)

12.2.10


Cycle Hire

Start up capital support for two businesses at 5 locations at £10,000 per grant

12.2.11


NCN artwork - 5
Real time cycle counters - 2
Bin - 5

Flexible, seasonal business locations

12.2.9
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Luggage transfer and cycle rescue

Start up capital support for one business operating the length of the Canal at
£10,000

Further collaboration with Scottish Canals over the Lowland Canal Towpath Strategy and its
Asset Management System development would be beneficial once a co-ordinator is in place.

12.3 Governance pricing assumptions
The following Governance assumptions were made:



One full time co-ordinator at £50k pa including expenses and overheads
10 Steering Group partners providing 10 days staff time at £50k pa including
expenses and overheads

12.4 Marketing Strategy pricing assumptions
12.4.1 Development




Strategy production by a consultant at £30,000 in Y1
Brand development by a consultant at £20,000 in Y1
Management by Co-ordinator covered under Governance

12.4.2 Delivery






Website development and maintenance £15k Y1, £1k pa
App Development and maintenance £5k Y1, £1k pa
Miscellaneous promotion - Content, printing, distribution £20k Y1, £10k pa
Events – Operation or grant, £20k pa
Monitoring & Evaluation - Consultant £20k to develop, £10k evaluation pa
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13 Funding opportunities and phased delivery
A strong recommendation from stakeholders was to focus on phased, manageable delivery.
The first step is to secure revenue funding and management arrangements to provide a
Project Co-ordinator. One of the responsibilities of the Co-ordinator will be to plan the
delivery based of the marketing strategy, and progression of infrastructure plans alongside
partners.
To assist delivery planning the funding opportunities identified in during the study are listed
in Appendix B, with values and deadlines where available.
The following ordering of delivery priorities is recommended:







Establish a Steering Group;
Secure funding for a Project Co-ordinator;
Develop links with businesses through the Tourism Area Partnerships;
Commission a full marketing strategy and brand development;
Liaise with partners to develop facilities plans; and
Make applications for the roll out of the brand, facilities and marketing strategy
delivery.

A clear funding risk is the ongoing revenue costs associated with the project co-ordination.
This report recommends establishing a full time Project Co-ordinator post. However the
LEADER funding cannot extend beyond 2019. It is possible that the demands of the role
could be reduced after two years. However other potential staff revenue funding
opportunities are:






Scottish Enterprise Tourism Destination Development fund;
Transport Scotland grant;
Sustrans funded post or secondment;
Heritage Lottery fund; and
Pooling of partner resources.

Stakeholders indicated that the prospect of raising revenue from businesses is limited. This
may become more viable once the economic benefits are realised, however even if it is
achieved, other project examples suggest that the value of this revenue stream is unlikely to
be significant beyond, for example, covering website content management and maintenance
costs. The project is likely to remain predominantly publicly-funded.
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14 Conclusions and Recommendations
This study engaged with users, community partners, businesses, strategic stakeholders and
project experts to understand the feasibility for growing cycle tourism on the Forth & Clyde
Canal. It draws conclusions and recommendations for further work.

14.1 Conclusions
This study makes the following conclusions:









Canal by Bike is a viable project that can focus efforts to grow cycle tourism to
benefit businesses while improving access opportunities for communities and other
Canal users;
There is significant untapped potential for cycle tourism growth on the Forth &
Clyde Canal particularly as destination add-ons, for day and weekend adventures;
Users and communities report considerable physical and service opportunity
barriers to cycling on the Canal;
Better infrastructure, services and information for cyclists is likely to increase the
number of trips and expenditure in local communities;
There are clear synergies with KVL LEADER and strategic partner policies on tourism,
heritage and leisure, sustainable economic development and active travel;
Studies demonstrate that promotional and infrastructure interventions can help
grow cycle tourism expenditure by between 5% and 24% per annum;
Public sector funding is required to deliver the project, however business investment
can be pulled into areas such as events, digital content and promotion.

The potential users and products are illustrated in Figure 14.1.
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Figure 14.1 Canal by Bike Cycle Tourism Target markets and products

Canal by Bike cycle
tourism markets

Cycling visitors

People cycling as
part of a visit

Day Trip

Destination Plus

Weekend
Adventure

Holiday Cycling

Cycling Holiday

14.2 Recommendations
It is recommended that a combination of infrastructure and marketing and promotion
measures is introduced to tap into the growth opportunity. These measures should be
focussed on a clear strategy vision. The emerging vision from the study, for discussion is:
The Forth and Clyde Canal will be the Central Belt destination and
route of choice for relaxed leisure and easy tourism cycling, for day
trips or weekend adventures and to access the Roman, industrial and
natural heritage.
High level indicative costs have been prepared to identify the scale of the project. These are
summarised (excluding VAT) as:




Capital cost of £1.6m;
Year One revenue cost of £190,000; and
Annual revenue cost of £120,000.

These costs have been developed in the broadest terms. There will be opportunities to
deliver much of the project within the current work of the partners. For example, Scottish
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Canals already runs an excellent user-facing website and is delivering a Towpath Strategy.
Synergies with partners need to be explored in greater depth.








A governance structure should be implemented including:
o A full time Project Co-ordinator is required to formulate and manage the
project, develop funding opportunities and to engage a wider stakeholder
group, particularly businesses; and
o An overseeing Steering Group of key delivery partners.
The project partners should consider how to sustain the governance structure for at
least two years and plan the demands and sustainability of the co-ordinator role
beyond that;
The marketing strategy, including brand development and consideration of digital
content and other promotional interventions, should be a priority for delivery;
The project should maintain a strategic focus and work through partners to deliver
interventions; and
Engagement with businesses should be a high priority and this should be advanced
through the Area Tourism Partnerships.
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Appendix A – Case Study Interview Written Transcripts
This Appendix details the written transcripts of the three case study interviews conducted as
part of the study. Interviews were conducted the project manager of each project, and
details of follow-up information and contact details are provided.

Purpose of Case Study Interviews
The purpose of the interviews was to identify key learning for the Canal by Bike project.
During each conversation we identified:








Project aims;
Interventions delivered;
Governance and management;
Key Target Markets and growth;
Stakeholder partnerships and business engagement;
Funding; and
Lessons learned.
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Caledonia Way Interview Transcript
The project
1.

How did the project start?

2.

What is the geographical
area of responsibility/
length of route?
How long did it take to get
started?

3.

Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum struggled to take off.
Gap in understanding of businesses. So switch of focus
to demonstrate the Caledonia Way as the model for
cycle tourism development. Mike’s role was
established
Early stage pitch to Scottish Gvernment
recommended. Fiona Hislop, Bettina Fiesland
Campbeltown to Inverness – almost 200miles

The infrastructure has been 15 years in the making.
The marketing of the route began 2 years ago.

Management
4.

Who manages the project
(names, structure, roles)?

5.

What is the nature of the
lead organisation?
How did the management
structure develop?

6.

7.

What is involved in
managing the project?

Sustrans – developing a steering group of
stakeholders. Tough to get but-in because of the lack
of data evidence
Needs full time co-ordinator for 18 months to get it off
the ground (6 months for any sort of buy in/ content
development
Sustrans
Mike – co-ordinator
Neen Kelly Development Officer
Steering Group
The structure arose from discussions as part of the
Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum, with high level political
and business engagement to develop the proposal.
The time of the co-ordinator was pivotal.
The idea is engagement with businesses and service
providers to deliver a coherent product. The primary
level of engagement is with business groupings not
individual businesses in order to be strategic across
the route.This also has the benefit of getting buy-in
from smaller businesses because of established
networks.

Key Target Markets and growth
8.

Describe the main target
markets (trip types,
demographics

Data evidence is primarily of 2 audiences: cycle-related
visits; and cycling as part of a wider visit.
1. People trying to cycle: German tourists book
late, Americans book early. Embed cycling into
impulse promotion – tap into the successful
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destination marketing and centres
2. Specialist audiences: cycle users who have
experience and desire to come to Scotland as
opposed to elsewhere.
3. Day-trippers: cultivate this into more day trips
and then they’ll graduate to multi-day trips
The mass audience is UK domestic day trippers
Expeditioncyclists spend more but are rarer so need to
be hooked in from impulse and domestic audience
Developing and securing funding for rural
infrastructure is tough. This project is creating a model
of evidence-demonstrate benefits for rural economy –
secure more funding
GB tourism survey data too small a sample once you
drill in by sector.
Annual user intercept survets
Economic Impact Model – indicative value
Sample size small but over the whole route, repeated
at intervals it is robust

Interventions introduced
10. Infrastructure
interventions?
11. Marketing and
promotions (product,
place, promotion)?

12. How do you ensure all this
is maintained?

Scottish roads are challenging so needs to be a
complete offer
Deliver good value. Focus on low-hanging fruit to
begin with.
Develop a clear brand
Pitch it clearly. Eg Branded micro-adventure and
hammer it home. Don’t let the active travel agenda
dilute the brand
Leaflets
Video
Big names
Content development behind the scenes while you
convince stakeholders
Partnership development. Spread the cost

Stakeholder and Partner Engagement
13. What partners are
involved and what are
their roles?

Steve Duncan – content manager (Visit Scotland)
Linley Kirkpatrick and Ben Stuart (ScotRail)
DMOs for business engagement -they see the big
picture

14. How are businesses
engaged in the project?

Through strategic groupings – DMOs see the big
picture
Think about who is going to gain the most. Most
people not interested in growing the overall pie, just
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thinking of their own bit
Bike businesses often not bothered – run by sporty
peoplr

Funding
15. What are the start-up
costs (split by capital/
revenue)?
16. What are the ongoing
costs (split by
capital/revenue)?
17. Who pays for it?

18. How do you ensure
financial sustainability?
19. What funding sources are
available to you?

Visit Scotland Growth Fund
Collaborative Marketing
ScotRail West Highland Rail Partnership
Access to Stations
Not provided

25% private
25% public
25% Visit Scotland GF
To be determined
Refer to 17.

Lessons Learned
20. What went well?

21. What would you do
differently?

Focus in – don’t try to do too much too widely and
focus on quick wins
Coimmunicate early and well with businesses.
Get quick wins and demonstrate benefit
Brexit is a threat to tourism and rural development
Businesses difficult to convince. Needs earlt and
regular constructive engagement

Additional Information
Leisure Cycling Tourism Guide www.sustrans.org.uk/ScotlandTourism

Contact details
Mike Dennison
Sustrans Cycling Development Officer, Marketing and Tourism.
Telephone: 07834 763481
@mikeydennison

Interview conducted on 27th March 2017
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La Loire a Velo Interview Transcript (translated from
French)
The project
1.

How did the project start?
Through strong political willingness and backing. The tourism departments of the
regional governments secured direct funding and appointed regional co-ordinators.

2.

What is the geographical area of responsibility/ length of route?
900km of marked cycle routes across two council jurisdictions.

3.

How long did it take to get started?
Around 3-4 years after initial consultation period and a bit less than 10 years from
there to fully develop the project to where it is now.

Management
4.

Who manages the project (names, structure, roles)?
The main coordinator is Brendan Le Reste, he works for the council of the "pays de
la Loire". The development officer is Stéphanie Chabot.
A small number of other council workers participate in the running of the
organisation. Not necessarily full time on the project.
A team of technicians are on site for maintenance and upgrades.

5.

What is the nature of the lead organisation?
The project is jointly led by the Regional Government tourism departments.

6.

How did the management structure develop?
A project manager was appointed to the task of overseeing the project
development followed by a small team from the local council.

7.

What is involved in managing the project?
Development of the routes, visit of local businesses, maintenance of facilities,
quality assurance schemes, promotional content and evaluations.
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Key Target Markets and growth
8.

Describe the main target markets (trip types, demographics)
National and international cycle tourists and cycling as an add-on to other tourism
trips (Germany, Belgium and Dutch markets mainly).
Local day trip or multi days, visits to heritage sites.
The evaluation document contains further details on market disaggregation
http://www.agence-paysdelaloire.fr/nospublications/loire-a-velo-etude-defrequentation-de-retombees-economiques/

9.

What monitoring and evaluation is in place? Can you provide details of results of
numbers in market segments/ economic value etc?
Study of tourist frequentation on La Loire à Vélo (2015) : http://www.agencepaysdelaloire.fr/nospublications/loire-a-velo-etude-de-frequentation-deretombees-economiques/

Interventions introduced
10.

Infrastructure interventions?
The main route was already established. Infrastructure improvements were
mostly focussed on improving maintenance, developing facilities such as cycle
parking, storage and signing in co-ordination with local businesses. Other
services were developed as business opportunities (luggage transfer etc) once
the opportunity could be demonstrated.

11.

Marketing and promotions (product, place, promotion)?
The website and an app focussed on users (No advance accommodation booking
facility through the App yet, however this is being looked at).
The national specifications for “Accueil Vélo” (the national brand that
guarantees to the cyclists a quality welcome and services
http://www.loireavelo.fr/var/crtc/storage/original/application/ceb6906ef9176f
48a39a84308f980ca2.pdf

12.

How do you ensure all this is maintained?
Dedicated team of four tourism people (part-time) with a full time co-ordinator
ensuring of the smooth running of the services.
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Stakeholder and Partner Engagement
13.

What partners are involved and what are their roles?
The main partners are the regions (the state), the prefectures and local councils.
Also the towns and villages along the route and local businesses.

14.

How are businesses engaged in the project?
They are engaged in providing a service within the framework given by the Loire à
vélo. Businesses are happy to develop their offering to suit the cyclists. They pay a
membership fee of €200 for 3 years. However this support took a while in coming.
They were sceptical of the benefits at first and only once they could see the change
did they engage.

Funding
The interviewees were not in a position to detail funding arrangements, however strategiclevel information was subsequently provided in an evaluation report http://www.agencepaysdelaloire.fr/nospublications/loire-a-velo-etude-de-frequentation-de-retombeeseconomiques/
15.

What are the start-up costs (split by capital/ revenue)?
Refer to above comment

16.

What are the ongoing costs (split by capital/revenue)?
Refer to above comment

17.

Who pays for it?
Direct funding by the regions, cities and towns, councils.

18.

How do you ensure financial sustainability?
The political and financial backing of the regions directly, also through the
businesses memberships to Accueil Vélo.

19.

What funding sources are available to you?
Regions, councils, cities and towns along the route and businesses contributing to
their own facilities at times or through payment to the Accueil Vélo.

Lessons Learned
20.

What went well?
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A strong political will, a good technical team, a "snowball effect" following the initial
ideas, local services benefiting financially from the project.
21.

What would you do differently?
Online booking facility all on the main website and app, some merchandising to
promote the Loire à vélo has ongoing value.

Contact details
Stéphanie CHABOT
Chargée de développement tourisme
Direction Evénements Tourisme
Territoires International
Tel : +33 (0) 240 48 81 21
s.chabot@agence-paysdelaloire.fr

L’Agence régionale - Pays de la Loire Territoires d’Innovation est la
structure de développement économique de la Région Pays de la Loire.7,
rue du Général de Bollardière
CS 80221 Nantes cedex 2
www.agence-paysdelaloire.fr

Interview conducted on 23rd March 2017
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Cycle Scottish Borders Interview Transcript
The project
1.

How did the project start?

2.

What is the geographical
area of responsibility/
length of route?
How long did it take to get
started?

3.

The project was driven through the Scottish Borders
tourism development strategy on the back of the
success of its primary assets of Glentress and the road
cycling offer. It started with two LEADER funded
recreational cycling projects (7 Stanes and the Scottish
Borders Cycling Group). The driver for the Council was
to piggy-back onto existing efforts to attract more
events and visitors.
Whole borders area. The project is primarily a wide
variety of events and promotional effort and not fixed
on one route.
It was already happening with Glentress, Tour of
Britain, Tweed Love and ‘Dirty Events’ (both driven by
local businesses) and the Council tapped into a way of
expanding it. The passion is driven by big business
characters locally.

Management
4.

Who manages the project
(names, structure, roles)?

5.

What is the nature of the
lead organisation?
How did the management
structure develop?

6.

7.

What is involved in
managing the project?

Jane Warcup has recently taken over from the Scottish
Borders Cycling Group. This recreational cycling group
was set up as a way to drive more events and activity
and has now run its course. It comprise the Council
and businesses.
Council tourism team, supported by roads
department, funded by leader
The SBCG consisted of Tweed Valley Tourism,
businesses, sports development, Visit Scotland,
economic development. It was primarily promoting
three primary cycle routes by developing a virtual hub
- the group pulled together the marketing and
provided seed funding for events. There was also a
sub-group of Rangers and waterways professionals
doing waymarking and signing. The SBCG disbanded
June 2013.
Since then the Council has maintained the website
because the Council sees the benefit
As above, plus
Countryside Management
Roads (Graeme Johnstone)
Healthy Schools (Karen McGrath)
Events Scotland
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Key Target Markets and growth
8.

Describe the main target
markets (trip types,
demographics

9.

What monitoring and
evaluation is in place? Can
you provide details of
results of numbers in
market segments/
economic value etc?

Broad range of markets. Mostly event-based. MTB,
cycling clubs, family events, females only, sportivs,
triathlon.
Main focus is attracting people from outside SBC area
to spend money
Whole perception of market has now changed, Noncyclists now do it because of family-friendly feel of
events, bike hire, safe and happy imagery, ‘that’s how
you want to spend your summer evenings!’
Good data is criteria and they reported economic
impact.
Site hits are recorded via STEEM stats.
Chip monitoring used at events to record numbers
(gift for returning the chip)
Economic Impact Evaluation – 35% of attendees from
outside SBC
Google ‘Economic Impact Cycling Scottish Borders’
Charity and destination events must demonstrate
direct benefit to the businesses/ communities

Interventions introduced
10. Infrastructure
interventions?
11. Marketing and
promotions (product,
place, promotion)?

12. How do you ensure all this
is maintained?

Some route development by the Roads team/
Countryside management. Railway access from
Edinburgh helped
The events budget has accelerated the growth of cycle
tourism: boost economy, outreach to businesses.
Events grant budge of
Get the communities involved.
Involve the schools – Tour of Britain – children from a
local cycling club get to ride the route first
Businesses – window dressing competition judged by
kids and on local radio – free advertising for the
business
Mugs printed ‘I’ve ridden the XX route’
Important to say locally that ‘anyone can cycle’
VS now do lots of external marketing because of its
reach
Commitment of Council budget – public funding is key
Needs a champion – dedicated cycling co-ordinator to
oversee whole package

Stakeholder and Partner Engagement
13. Refer to ‘Management’ and ‘Interventions’
14.
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Funding
15. What are the start-up
costs (split by capital/
revenue)?
16. What are the ongoing
costs (split by
capital/revenue)?
17. Who pays for it?
18. How do you ensure
financial sustainability?
19. What funding sources are
available to you?

Website -£10-20k + officer time

Infrastructure – varies but not key
£50k grant
4-5 officers involved
Website , £5k +officer time
Scottish Borders Council
Report good data, Tied into strategies and Sincle
Outcome Agreement indicators
LEADER start-up funding for 2 projects
Councillors can see the benefit so fund it – data
reporting is crucial. 2021 Cycling Strategy – budget
specifically for cycling

Lessons Learned
20. What went well?

Do not run events- be strategic
Get the community and businesses involved and
benefiting

21. What would you do
differently?

Additional Information
Strategy
http://scottishborders.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s13150/Item%209%20Annex%201%20%20Cycle%20Tourism%20Strategy%20-%20Oct%202016.pdf

Economic Impact
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-south-scotland-30394082
http://mediacentre.visitscotland.org/pressreleases/riding-high-1101762

Contact Details
Jane Warcup
Events Officer (Strategy)
Economic Development, Scottish Borders Council,
Newtown St. Boswells, Melrose, TD6 0SA.
Tel: 01835 825066 jwarcup@scotborders.gov.uk www.scotborders.gov.uk

Interview conducted on 30th March 2017
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Appendix B – Funding Opportunities
The opportunities identified for funding are listed in the table overleaf. The overseeing
organisations are cross-referenced, using the following abbreviations.
ATP
CS
EDC
ES
EST
EU
FC
FET
FVLL
HES
HLF
KSB
KVFL
NLC
PfA
SC
ScotEnt
ScotRail
SG
SNH
Sustrans
VS
WLL

Area Tourism Partnerships
Cycling Scotland
East Dunbartonshire Council
Events Scotland
Energy Savings Trust
European Union
Falkirk Council
Falkirk Evnoronment Trust
Forth Valley Lomond LEADER
Historic Environment Scotland
Heritage Lottery Fund
Keep Scotland Beautiful
Kelvin Valley Falkirk LEADER
North Lanarkshire Council
Paths for All
Scottish Canals
Scottish Enterprise
ScotRail Alliance
Scottish Government
Scottish Natural Heritage
Sustrans
Visit Scotland
West Lothian LEADER
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Value

Next Deadline
(EOI or
Type of
Application)
Funding

Cycling Walking Safer Streets and Local authoritylocal
capital
road infrastructure improvements

Varies by authority

Contact LA

Capital

Smarter Choices Smarter Places

revenue for promotion, controlled by LAs

Varies by authority

Contact LA

Revenue

National Cycle Network

NCn754 development

Year on year priorities

01/12/2017 Capital

Community Links

locally committed projects, require 50% match

Project-specific

01/12/2017 Capital

Community Links Plus

locally committed projects

Project-specific

Cycle Friendly Funds

Active Travel - communities

Small grants

Low Carbon Travel and Transport Hubs

Not clear if this will be re-opened. Falkirk & Maryhill projects Project-specific

Fund

Theme Fund Name

Relevance

01/12/2017 Capital
Ongoing

Revenue

n/a

Revenue

Direct Transport Scotland grant or year end shortfall
Active
funding
Travel start-up grants may be possible.

Project-specific

Ongoing

C&R

Developer contributions

Potential to lever in match funding from developers

Varies by authority

Contact LA

C&R

Heritage Lottery Fund

Heritage-themed grants

17 programmes up to £5m Programme-specific
C&R

KVF LEADER

Main Grant

CO-OPERATION LEADER

Projects in partnership with neighbouring LAGs

03/06/2017 C&R
03/06/2017 C&R

Climate Challenge Fund

£150,000 tbc

Visit Scotland Growth Fund

Tourism Marketing and promotional delivery (not staff)

not known

Bowling Basin regeneration project

Opportunity for support in kind

Project-specific

Falkirk Environment Trust Main Grants Scheme Habitat improvement

C&R
19/07/2017 Revenue

Ongoing

C&R

£50,000 Ongoing

Revenue
Revenue

Tourism support in kind - Area Tourism Partnerships
Support with co-ordination and advice

Project-specific

Ongoing

Scottish Cycle Tourism Forum MTB Fund

Possible underspend in 2017//18

not known

Contact Mike Dennison
Revenue

Events Scotland National Focus Years

50% match funding for events and marketing

not known

Scottish Enterprise Tourism Destination Development
Up toFund
£300k to develop destinations

12/06/2017 Revenue
£300,000

Apr-18 Capital

Scottish Natural Heritage project funding

SNH prioritises its grant spend year-on-year

Project-specific

Ongoing

Capital

ScotRail Cycling Innovation Plan

Small grants for local access improvements

Project-specific

No details

Capital

EU SG ScotRail CS Sustrans VS SC ATP ScotEnt HLF KSB PfA EST KVFL WLL FVLL HES FET FC EDC NLC SNH
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Appendix C – Asset Mapping
The maps in this Appendix illustrate the distribution of user facilities along the Canal
towpath, using the following categories:








Rest – areas and seating combined
Information – interpretive
Information – signpost (direction signs at junctions and other turn-offs)
Shelter;
Toilets;
Bike storage; and
Secure Baggage storage.

All maps are copyrighted by Google My Maps for use and reproduction by Plan for Bikes
Ltd’s user account.

C.1 Rest areas and seating
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C.2 Information – Interpretive

C.3 Information – Signpost (directional)
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C.4 Shelter
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C.5 Toilets

C.6 Bike Storage
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C.7 Secure Baggage Storage
No assets identified.

C.8 Bike Hire
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Appendix D – Visit Scotland Market Profiles
This document is provided in the separate file ‘CbB Appendix B Forth & Clyde Market
Profiles.pdf’
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Appendix E – Facility examples
The following images are provided as examples of the items costed within the report.

Rest areas and seating
FalcoBloc Seat (with backrest)

FalcoBloc Picnic Table

Bike and bag storage
Cyclehoop Sheffield stand

Cyclehoop Hangar

Cyclehoop locker

Falcosafe locker

FalcoZan-180 Shelter

FalcoCrea Locker
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Cycle Hoop Wooden Shelter

Artwork
All National Cycle Network examples
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Maintenance stations
Cyclehoop Bottle Fill

Cycle Hoop Repair Station

Miscellaneous
FalcoBloc Litter Bin (closed design)

Copenhagen cycle bin

Falco Cycle counter
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